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BischofF, Shannon T. December 2001 Linguistics
Lynx: a M orphological Analysis and Translation o f Dorothy Nicodemus' Coeur 
d'Alene Narrative
D irector: Dr. Anthony M attina
"Lynx" is one o f several Coeur d’Alene narratives recorded by Gladys Reichard 
during the summers o f 1927 and 1929. Reichard, a linguist and professor at Barnard 
College, spent the two summers on the Coeur d'Alene reservation collecting 
grammatical material and narratives. Reichard recorded tw o versions o f Lynx w hile 
on the reservation in  eastern Idaho. The version presented here is that to ld by 
Dorothy Nicodemus, one ofJBLeichard's tw o  prim ary narrators.
Reichard's w ork culminated in  the publishing o f a grammar, a word lis t, and the 
publication o f the English translations o f the narratives collected. The English 
translations were published in  1947, as XhQ American Folklore Society M emoir titled 
An Analysis o f  Coeur d'-AJeneMtyihology.
The analysis consists o f an interlinearization o f the text, w ith  morpheme, gloss, and 
English translation lines added. A ll identified morphemes are catalogued in  a 
glossary.
The interlinearization is preceded by an introduction, a grammatical sketch o f 
Coeur d'Alene, English translations o f  Lynx, and ^cs im iles  o f Reichard's 
manuscripts. Two appendices fo llow  the glossary.
11
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P r e f a c e
The purpose o f this project is to present Gladys Reichard’s manuscripts o f Dorothy 
Nicodemus' Narrative Lynx, in  one text — in  an e ffo rt to preserve her w ork and the 
Coeur d'Alene language. The focus o f this thesis is the interlinearization o f Dorothy 
Nicodemus' narrative Lynx, as recorded by Gladys Reichard in the late I920's. The 
thesis is organized as follow s; a lis t o f abbreviations and symbols used in  this thesis; 
an introductory chapter; a second chapter containing a b rie f grammatical sketch o f 
Coeur d'Alene; a th ird  chapter containing Reichard's continuous translation o f Lynx 
beside a line by line translation o f the original Coeur d'Alene text; a fourth chapter 
containing Lynx in  Reichard's notebook; a fifth  chapter containing Lynx in 
Reichard's monolingual typescript; a sixth chapter containing Reichard's interlinear 
typescript o f Lynx; a seventh chapter comprised o f the transliteration and analysis o f 
the interlinearized text; a glossary; an appendix o f Reichard's annotations o f forms 
found in Lynx; an appendix explaining differences between Reichard's typed 
manuscript o f Lynx and my line o f Coeur d'Alene text offered in the 
interlinearization.
IV
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L is t  o f  A b b r e v ia t io n s
abs
acc
b
conn
cent
ct
oust
d
dat
det
erg
fut
imp
inher
instr
irr
in t
loo
mdl
nint
neg
nte
pra
prox
res
rin t
s f
t
y in t
absolutive
accusative
benefactive applicative
connective
continuative
causative
customary
directive
dative
determiner
ergative
future
imperative
inherant
instrumental
irrealis
interrogative
locative
middle
interrogative anticipating negative response 
negative
nontopic ergative 
possessor applicative 
prox^ 
resultive
rhetorical interrogative 
stem formative 
transitive
*si”
I, hit 
y’c-, -mè 
-st(u)
?GC-
-n-
x”g, ts, ce 
cet
-è, ul, -wl 
U-, u 
-min 
ne? 
ni
-m
lut
-m/-t
-t-
-t-
interrogative anticipating affirm ative response
* Doak (hereafter D) does not give a full form for this abbreviation — I assume it means "proximator" 
as in proximally.
VI
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L is t  o f  S y m b o l s
V root
morpheme boundary
+ synchronically irrelevant morpheme boundary, including a derivational a ffix
boundary 
= lexical suffix
H II indicates underlying form
C consonant
V  vowel
S high-sonority segment
R i syllabic segment
p plural
s singular
R  Gladys Reichard
RG Reichard's Coeur d'Alene 
D  Ivy  Doak
* *  incomplete analysis
vn
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CHAPTER I 
I n t r o d u c t io n
Coeur d ’Alene is a member o f the Salishan lingu istic fam ily o f North America. It is 
one o f twenty-three languages in  the fam ily and one o f the four in  the Southern 
In terior branch o f the fam ily. The fam ily, w ith  the exception o f tw o members, ranges 
contiguously longitudinally from  about 123° W  to about 113° W , and la titudina lly 
from  about 52° to about 45° N. In  the I960 ’s and 70’ s, great strides were made in 
the collection and analysis o f data from  the Salishan fam ily in large part due to the 
efforts o f Laurence C Thompson and the Northwest Survey. M ore work has been 
carried out on a solo basis by several scholars. Scholars believe the fam ily 
originated somewhere along the Northwest coast o f the United States and Southern 
Canada, most like ly  near the mouth o f the Fraser R iver (Thompson 1979:693), and 
spread inland across the Cascade Mountains and beyond, to the Rocky Mountains in 
Western Montana, w hile earlier scholars had postulated that the fam ily had 
originated in the in terior and had moved westward toward the coastal regions.
There are three major divisions in  the Salishan fam ily: Bella Coola; Coast, 
comprising the Central, T illam ook, and Tsamosan subdivisions; and Interior, which 
is divided into southern and northern branches. Bella Coola and Tillam ook, the 
northernmost and southernmost Salishan languages, respectively, each have their 
own branch o f the Salishan tree, and it is notable that these languages are 
geographically isolated from  the others in  the fam ily.
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Coeur d'Alene is a member o f the Southern Interior branch o f the Salishan 
fam ily , along w ith  three other members. The Kalispel-Flathead-Spokan dialect 
group surrounds Coeur d'Alene, spreading eastward into present-day Montana and 
westward in to present-day eastern Washington. To the north and west o f Coeur 
d’ Alene lies Colville-Okanagan, and Moses-Columbia lies further west.
Const irior
P i|^  1 -  A Snlistun feaufy tiec atunviitg apcat disttibtttion snd i^ tic  
Langiâgei in 0 ̂  extinct (Oianby Timothy Momlorl.
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In  the nineteenth century the Salishan languages were the subject o f early 
anthropological research, as J. C. P illin g  notes in his Bibliography o f the Salishan 
Languages:
O f the numerous stocks o f Indians fring ing the coast 
o f northwest America few have been as thoroughly 
studied or their languages so w ell recorded as the Salishan.
(1893;V)
B y the early twentieth century Reichard, in  the firs t w ritten grammar o f Coeur 
d'Alene, remarks:
I  have o f course used the published material, particularly 
fo r understanding, fo r I do not present much comparison.
The articles are few and I  lis t them here . . .
(1938:522)
and lists six published articles. O f the Salishan languages Coeur d'Alene seems to 
have lost the attention o f most anthropologists after F illing 's publication. A t the 
request o f Franz Boas, Reichard was encouraged to continue the linguistic work that 
Teit had started earlier, at the turn o f the century. In the summer o f 1927 Reichard 
made the firs t o f two fie ld  trips to Northern Idaho. The second trip  came in the 
summer o f 1929 (Reichard 1938:521).
D uring these summer fie ld  trips Reichard collected the bulk o f the material 
presented in  the grammar, as w ell as approximately forty-eight texts. The tw o chief 
narrators fo r Reichard were Dorothy Nicodemus and Tom M iyal. Two versions o f 
Lynx were recorded, one from  each narrator. The version presented here is that o f
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Dorothy Nicodemus. Reichard published free translations o f the texts in 1947; 
however, texts in the original Coeur d'Alene have never been published (w ith  the 
exception o f those that form  the subject o f several Masters theses produced at The 
U niversity o f Montana).
In  the mid 1970's, the language lab o f The U niversity o f Montana obtained 
copies o f several o f  the notebooks, file  slips, and typescripts that Reichard had 
produced and that were archived at the Archives o f the Languages o f the W orld at 
Indiana University. Some o f these materials have served as data fo r textual editions 
prepared by graduate students as Masters theses The w ork I  present in this thesis is 
the interlinearized edition o f one these texts. Lynx.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II 
G r a m m a t ic a l  S k e tc h  o f  C o e u r  d 'A le n e  L a n g u a g e
I . Phonology.
1.1. Consonants. The Coeur d ’Alene inventory comprises forty-tw o consonants that 
contrast eleven places o f articulation; labial, alveolar, alveopalatal, lateral, 
labiovelar, uvular, labio-uvular, coronal pharyngeal, pharyngeal, labiopharyngeal, 
and laryngeal. There are six manners o f articulation fo r the consonants: plain and 
glottalized voiceless stops and affricates; voiced stops and affricates; voiceless 
fricatives; and plain and laryngealized resonants (Doak section 2 .L ).
p t c C r q q" 9
p* t ’ c ’ c ’ k’* q’ q'"
b d J g ”
s + S x" X x " h
m n I r y w y C"
m ’ n ’ r  r' y’ w ’ ÇÏW
Figure 2 Coeur d’Alene Consonant Inventory
Coeur d’Alene lacks the glottalized lateral affricate IV I that occurs in the other 
Salishan languages; in  Coeur d ’Alene this has merged w ith  /tV  (Thompson 
1979:706). Doak notes that Coeur d ’Alene phonology is also interesting fo r its 
voiced obstruents, “ which are unusual among in terior languages”  (Doak 1997:7). 
According to  Doak, the voiced obstruents are recent introductions to the language. 
M any o f the words containing /b / are either borrowed or onomatopoetic, /d  g* 1/
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have w ider distribution, but only /g "/ occurs in  morphemes other than roots (Doak 
1997:12).
1.2. Vowels. Salishan languages vary in  the number o f vowels they have from  three 
to five. Coeur d’Alene has a five  vowel system distinguishing tw o levels o f height^ 
and tw o degrees o f backness:
£ (a)
a
u
o
Figure 3 Cœur d’Alene Vowels 
Inventory
/I/ and /u / are prototypical high vowels, /e/ appears to exhibit the greatest phonetic 
range: from  [e] to [æ ]. /of and /a / are low  back vowels that include elements o f 
pharyngeal constriction. Schwa is never stressed and occurs as a reduced form  o f 
some unstressed vowels. Schwa also occurs as an inserted, or excrescent, element to 
break up consonant clusters. When schwa occurs as an excrescent element its use 
often varies from speaker to  speaker (Doak 1997:12).
1.2.2. Syllables. There are four primary core syllables in  Coeur d ’Alene: V , VC, CV, 
and CVC:
u k"u nas ‘you are wet’ (V  CV CVC) (Doak §2.1.3.)
ul paq he ?us£9 ‘Easter egg’ (VC  CVC CV CV-CVC) (Doak §2.1.3.)
(§2.1.2.) distinguishes /i/ and /u/ as [+high] vowels and the remaining vowels [-high].
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Doak notes that the V  and CV prim ary core syllables occur in  word in itia l position in 
a few  proclitics o r prefixes, and that some syllable in itia l u ’ s maybe analyzable as 
glides.
The sonority o f segments decreases w ith  distance from  the nucleus when 
consonants are added to the onset o f a CV(C) syllable or the coda o f a (C)VC 
syllable. W ith  S representing segments that are o f higher sonority than C, three 
additional syllables are; CSV(C), (C)VSC, and CVSSC; scsnc’mcTnct ‘w ris t’ (C- 
CVC-CC-CVSSC) (Doak §2.1.3.).
The resonant m surrounded by consonants, in the previous example, may 
serve as a syllable peak. Other syllabic resonant (R i) can be seen in these forms: 
en nx*£tp ‘ I  got out o f breath’ (C R i R i-CVC-C^) (Doak §2.1.3.) 
Isjncelm ‘ I  got stung’ (C V C -R i-C V C -R i) (Doak §2.1.3.)
2. Morphophonolgy.
2.1. Vowel lowering. In  certain environments Coeur d ’Alene vowels /u /, /i/, and /e/ 
lower to [o ], [e], and [a ], respectively. Doak refers to this phenomenon as “ vowel 
harmony” . There are tw o types o f vowel lowering in Couer d'Alene, long distance 
and allophonic. These can be broken down into two sub-types, regressive and 
progressive. The fo llow ing  are examples o f the long distance regressive and 
progressive types:
appears to analyze the final p as extra syllablic material in this example.
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[o], [e], and [a] occur preceding uvulars or pharyngeals as the result o f 
regressive harmony:
q^acqen /<V q3c=q in // hat 
sp^mal’qs //sVpum=al'qs/y fur coat 
CEsalq" //V c is= a lq '"// He is tall.
(Doak §2.3.1)
Progressive harmony affects stressed suffixal /u /, /i/, and /e / fo llow ing 
harmony roots. Some roots trigger the lowering o f suffixal vowels as in these 
examples:
t ’m ’t ’m ’yayE'̂  y^Vt’am ’+CVC=yjLiys'^/^ snail 
t’apsôÉnt /Y t ’ap-sVcint// He shot (people).
nmasmasâtak"s2 y/yhnVmasmas=itk*E'?/^ Water is fu ll o f masmas.
(Doak §2.3.1)
2.2. Vowel lengthening. Vowels maybe lengthened in Coeur d ’Alene as follows. 
W ord-level: The vowel o f  an open syllable is long before C i V  w ith in a word:
2. a. [u lc iic ’é la l] / /u l c icV c’e l-l-l// Again she arrived (Doak §2.3.2.)
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Discourse-level: In  conversation or storytelling a vowel may be lengthened fo r a 
variable amount o f  tim e to indicate extended duration or exaggeration (Doak 
1997:34). Example:
3. a. c’a* ' •w'ncut x"i7 s Potty
Potty kept washing him self (Doak §2.3.9.2.)
A  fina l vowel may be added to a stem fo r the same purpose, the stem-final -G? o f 
k'̂ ns*? ‘ soon’ is replaced w ith  -1:
4. a. u k'*sni —  I  cicx^uy . . .
[Soon] afterwards she came . . . (Doak §2.3.9.2.)
2.3. Truncation. Truncation o f post-tonic material may occur fo llow ing the stressed 
vowel and can be detected in  inform al speech:
5. a. na’"a”'"3sm i//h  n-a*Va*os-m=icn’=si n//
dog (lit. w ith  pleated soles) (Doak:§2.3.9.1.)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2.4. /h / loss. Morpheme in itia l /h / is frequently om itted in word in itia l position 
before a consonant, or in  a compound;
6. a. hfÔG? where
me I'fce? //m e  I'-h ide? // from  where
b. k u n x a m fn c  //k*u  h n -xa m in c //I love you. (Doak:§2.3.8.)
c. anselc //h rn -d e ld // (to) circle (Lynx 010)
2.5. Coronal sequence reduction. When tw o coronals occur together, the firs t is 
usually dropped. This tends to  vary somewhat and generally applies only to affixes, 
which tend to be less stable than roots. Some suffix sequences involving III and /s/, 
however, are preserved: fo r example, the transitive sequence //-t-0 -s // merges to  [c ], 
and does not reduce to [s],
7. a. tek^inc
V^te+k^in -n j  -0
receive -d -t -3 abs -3 erg
he received it  (Lynx 025)
2.6. /s / palatalization. The sequence /s -? / (where the hyphen marks a morpheme 
boundary), results in [y ’ ] :
8. a. y ’ ifn  j(sr4*>\\x\jl eating (Doak §2.3.7.)
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3. M orphology.
3.1. Arguments and pronominals or person marking forms.
3.1.1. Independent/predicative pronouns.
9. a. cn '?sng*t'‘ I/me.
b. k"u ?Gng"t You.
c. ccn il He/him.
d. c lip u s t We/us.
e. k"up Ifpust You fo lks /A ll o f you.
f. c o n llils  They/them. (Doak 38)
3 .1.2. F irst and second person pronouns may be truncated:
10. a. cn *̂ 8 I/me.
b. k"u ?é You.
c. c Ii We/us.
d. k*up Ii You fo lks /A ll o f you. (Doak 39)
notes that the roots that follow the person markers are unanalysable.
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3.1.3. Possessive predicative forms add the prefix C^)ul- to the independent stems, 
truncated or whole:
11 a. cn Zuls
b. k * (u )2 jjls
c. ^ulcsnil
d c 2ulIfpust
I t ’s m ine; it  belongs to  me 
I t ’ s yours.
I t ’ s his/hers^.
I t ’ s ours.
e. c ^ u llf I t ’ s ours.
f. k ^u p Z u llîp u s t I t ’ s yours.
g. ju lcen fla ts  I t  is theirs. (Doak 40)
3 .2. Simple intransitive constructions. Simple intransitives consist o f a subject 
p roclitic  followed by a root or stem. The subject proclitics o f intransitive 
constructions are as follows:
Table 1 Subjects of intransitive: singular plural
nominative: 1 ôn. _ _
k"u. k*u + p.
absolutive: 3 0 ' 0  (-!!§)
(Doak, table 1)
 ̂ It should be noted that there are%ender specific person makers in Cœur d’Alene.
® I use the symbol 0  to mark 3rd absolutive in this chapter. I do not identify this zero marker in the
interlinearization (Chapter VII).
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To distinguish p lu ra lity  in the th ird  person -i/s is used when clarity demands it. 
Examples o f intransitive constructions:
12a. g *ic I  saw. 13a. cn  . . ^acae? I  went out.
b. JT y., You saw. b. k'*u , , ?àcqs? You went out.
c. 0 g "tc He saw. c. 02âcqe2 He went out.
d. g "ic We saw. d. ?ac?acqG? We went out.
e. g *ic You folks saw. e. k ” up  ?ac?acq8?’ You folks went out.
f  0 g * ic i|s They saw. f. (S^ac^acqs? They went out.
(Doak 1 ) (Doak 2)
3.3. Simple transitive constructions w ith  person marking. Simple transitive 
constructions are formed by adding a transitivizing suffix (TRANS) to a stem, 
follow ed by an object suffix  (0) and then a subject suffix (S):
STEM  TRANS O S 
The transitivizers (see §3.4.) used in  most o f the examples that fo llow  are -n-t-, 
which Doak labels as the DIRECTIVE transitivizer (dt) and -st(u)- the CAUSATIVE 
transitivizer (ct).
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Table 2
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Subjects of transitives: singular plural
ergative (erg): 1 -n -(me)t
2 -X* -P
Objects:
3
nte
-s
-m/-t
-s (-ils)
accusative (acc): 1 -S£(l)/-m8(l) 'Gl(i)
2 -si/-mi -ulm(i)
absolutive (abs): 3 0 0  ( ils)
(Doak, table 3)
The alternate forms o f the firs t and second person singular accusative are determined 
by the transitivizer. The ‘M -set’ , -ms(l) and -mi, are used w ith -st(u)- the causative 
transitivizer (examples 14a and b) and the ‘ S-set’ , -ss(l) and -si, are used w ith the - 
nt- directive transitivizer (examples 15a and b). Again, -/7s optionally pluralizes 
th ird  person forms (see §3.4.2.). Examples o f simple transitive constructions w ith  the 
-n-t- DIRECTIVE transitivizer (dt), -st(u)- CAUSATIVE transitivizer (ct), and -4t- 
possessor applicative transitivizer (pra):
14a. pùlustmgim  
Vpulut -st(u) 
k ill -ct
I  got killed.
mal -m
•lace -nte
(Doak 6 )
b pulstm il 
Vpulut -st(u) 
k ill -ct 
You got killed.
=mi dt
-2acc -nte 
(Doak 7)
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15a. c ’ùw ’ncg im  
Vc’uw ’ -n -t 
h it -d -t 
I  got hit.
b. c’uw’ncis 
-se I -m  Vc’uw’ -n -t
-lacc -nte hit -d -t -2acc -3erg
(Doak 8 ) He h it you. (Doak 9)
16a. t’apn
Vt’ap -n -t 
shoot -d -t 
I shot him.
-0  zD.
-3abs -lerg
(Doak 16)
b. maa^ontmEt
Vmaq* -n -t -0  -mEt 
stack -d -t -3abs -Iperg
We piled up rocks, stacks o f wheat.
(Doak 20)
c. q ’^ ic ’lc e jr  
Vq’* ic ’ -S8l =2̂
f i l l  -pra -la cc  -2erg 
You fille d  it fo r me. (Doak 10a)
d. q ’" ic ’fcGlm
Vq”"ic’ -It -ssl zB.
f i l l  -pra -la cc  -2perg
You folks fille d  it fo r me. (Doak 10b)
d.7
2sc- Vg*ic -st(u) -me -s 
cust- see -ct -Isacc -3erg 
He sees me. (Doak 4)
e. ?acq?amstu sils  
V^acqs -m -st(u) -0  -ils
go_out -m -ct -3abs -3erg -pi
He took them out. (Doak 13)
3.3.1. The fina l /!/ o î -s g ( I )  or - m s ( l )  occurs only before the second person plural 
ergative -p o r before the nontopic ergative ~m (see examples 14a and 15a above);
ITa-q’^fa’IcEjT
Vq’* ic ’ -It zSSi 
f i l l  -pra -lacc -2erg 
You fille d  it fo r me. * (Doak 10a)
b. a ’” ic ’lc E lp
Vq’”'ic’ -It -s e I
f i l l  -pra -lacc -2perg
You folks fille d  it fo r me. (Doak 10b)
D provides no line of text for this example.
^There are two agreement affixes and three logical participants in these forms. Presumably the object 
(it) can be expressed by a nominal.
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3.3.2. -i/s occurs only once in  a transitive structure and can indicate plura lity fo r one 
o r both th ird  person transitive pronouns:
18a. ?àcg?amstusilè
V?acq8 -m -stu -0  -s -ils
go out -m -ct -3abs -3erg -p i
Thev took it out./ He took them out./ They took them out. (Doak 13)
b. t ’ex^n tx^M
Vt’ax* -n -t ^  x" J l i  
k ill -d -t -3absi -2erg -p li 
You k ill them. (Doak 14)
3.3.3. NTE^ - nontopic ergative constructions. The nte -t and -m are variants o f the 
same morpheme. The variant, -t or -m, is determined by the person and number o f 
the object:
Table 3 Following the Object
1st person 
2nd person 
3rd person
Some examples o f the nte:
19a pûlustmslm
Vpulut -st(u) -msl im  
k ill -ct -lacc -nte 
I  got killed. (Doak 6)
singular
-m
-t
-m
plural
-t
-t
-m
(Doak, table 4)
b. pulstmit
Ypulut -st(u) iD ii i l  
k ill -ct -2acc -nte
You got killed. (Doak 7)
The cognate forms in other Salishan languages are labeled 'passive', and 'indefinite.
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c. ôftsitsiit d.
Veil -si -t -eli j  n-
give -b -t - I  pace -nte loc- 
We were given some. (Doak 19a)
nte'^elniw’antm
Vti'^=clniw’ -n -t ^0 -m
hit=side -d -t -3abs -nte
He got h it on the side. (Doak 18b)
e. c lls itm ilé
V e il -si -t ^  -m -ils
give -b -t -3abs -nte -3pl 
They were given some. (Doak 18c)
3.4. Transitive markers. Transitive affixes are attached to a transitive stem and 
follow ed by the transitive pronominals in the order object-subject. Transitive 
markers;
-t
-n-t-
STEM -st(u)- OBJECT SUBJECT
-14- 
-s(0-t-
-tu l-t- (Doak 109)
Each o f the transitive affixes has a specific function that w ill be discussed below.
The lone -t and the directive transitive -n-t- are utilized in  basic transitive 
constructions. Basic transitive constructions consist o f a patient object and an agent 
subject. Other constructions, causative and applicative transitives, assign different 
roles to objects.
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3.4.1. Basic transitivizers.
3 4.1.1. D irective transitivizer -n-t-. Indicates that the subject is an agent in control 
o f its actions. Some examples:
20a. n fc ’n tm s t
V n ic ’ cH j  0  -m et 
cut %d 2Î  -3abs -Ipe rg  
We cut it. (Doak 110)
b. q '" ic 'n tp
Vq'^ic' zH 4  0  -p
f i l l  %d %t -3abs -2perg
You folks fille d  it up. (Doak 111)
c. t ’apnc^^ss
V t’ap zB. z i -se -s 
shoot %d 2Î  -la cc  -3erg 
He shot me. (Doak 112)
d. ne*? x é fncn 
ne? Vxét zQ. i l  
ir r  gnaw :t_
I  w ill gnaw you.
-si -n 
_-2acc -le rg
(Doak 113)
3.4.1.2.. -t and -n-f.The lone -t occurs w ith  a lim ited set o f Coeur d’Alene roots, 
listed in  21. The lone -t- and the -n-t- transitivizer are equivalent in the function and 
type, and Doak suggests that the lone -t transitivizer is in fact an alternate form  o f-n -
t-.
21. a. Vg*ic see
c. Vg^nit call, summon
e. Vsux* know
g. Vxii leave, desert
i. Vk^ul’ make, build
b. Vq'^il starve
d Vsgx" carry on back
f. V?8m share
h. V?axil do thus
(Doak 117-18)
10,The t  and s combine to become c as the result of coronal sequence reduction — discussed in §2.5.
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Examples:
22. a. éecg^enitem
c c + Va” an it j  -0  -m
summon here -3abs -nte
Someone summoned him hither. (Lynx 015)
b. a lm iu lm in
Vo^nit -ulmi -n
call -2pacc -le rg
I  called you folks. (Doak 128)
c. g'^ictam le ' îc’uk^'inams . . .
Vg” ic j  -0  -m te y’c- Vck“in -m -s
see i t  -3abs -3 erg deta cont- run -m -cont
He was seen running . . . (Doak 126)
3.4.2 -st(u)- 'causative'. What has been labeled causative (-ct) has three distinct 
functions: it  marks causative constructions; customary aspect; or topical object 
constructions. Examples:
23. a. c tila m s tu s x*e s ic ’em
64-V til -m  -s i(u ) -0  -s x ” e V sic'm
loc+hock -m net -3abs -3 erg detg blanket
He hocked the blanket (Doak 148)
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b. pu lesn x*e ham ’+tms 
V p u lu t -s tfu l -0  -n”
beat 2SÎ -3abs -le rg  
I  k illed  a fly .
Lynx
x*s V ham aü-m s 
det3 (fly )
Bischoff 20
(Doak 149)
c. t’imègn
V̂ t’im=£dt -s t(u ) 
shake=hand 
I  shook his hand.
-0  -n 
-3abs -le rg
(Doak 151)
3.4.3. Applicative transitivizers. There are tw o prim ary applicative transitivezers 
t- and and a th ird  much rarer applicative -tuf-t-. Applicative transitivizers
introduce a th ird participant and alter the role o f the morphosyntactic object. W ith a ll 
three applicatives the participant represented by the standard object pronominal 
serves as the dative. W ith  the 4-t- applicative, the standard object pronominal can 
serve as a possessor as well. W ith  -s(i)-t- the object pronominal can serve as a 
beneficiary in  addition to a dative.
3.4.3.1. Applicative transitivizer -i-t-. In transitives w ith  -M -, the object pronominal 
represents a possessor. In example 26, a causative transitivizer (26a.) is compared 
w ith  a possessor applicative transitivizer (26b.) to illustrate that the possessor 
construction carries reference to a th ird item (the thing fille d ) beside the two 
pronominals. In  the possessor construction, the agent is marked by the ergative. The 
accusative/absolutive refers to the possessor o f the patient.
” D  identifies this -n as -3erg in 23a/b — I consider her label in these examples typographical error.
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24. a. q’"îc’sn
Vq’* ic ’ -s ttu ) -0  -n
f i l l  -3abs -le rg
I  fille d  it. (Doak 197a.)
b. q’̂ ic’tcn
Vq’” ic ’ j  zi -si -n
f i l l  -pra -2acc -le rg
I  fille d  it fo r you. (Doak 197b.)
3.4.3.1.1. Dative object In  the next example the 4-t- transitivizer is compared 
w ith  an -n-t- transitive construction. This serves to demonstrate how -1-t- makes the 
object a dative. In  27a, the -n-t- transitive marks an object patient. In 27b, the -l-t- 
transitivizer marks an object dative.
25. a. k’*ne7 cun’cun’m’ey’ntslis
k’"ns7 Vcunm 7-t-CVC hq r l  -e lis  -s
soon teach+aug ^d -Ipacc -3 erg
He w ill teach us. (Doak 21 Oa)
b. k’*ne7 cûn’cun’m’ey’iislls
k'"ne? Vcunm^+CVC j  -slis -s
soon teach+aug -pra -Ipacc -3erg
He w ill show us (how to  do it). (He w ill teach x to  us.) (Doak 210b)
3.4.3.2. Benefactive applicative -s(i)-t. A  comparison w ith  the simple transitive -t 
(28a) shows that the absolutive/accusative pronominal in the -s (i)-t transitive
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construction (28b) is the beneficiary. The ergative pronominal in  the -s (i)-t 
transitive construction marks the agent.
26. a. c iig n
VcW j  -si -n
give %t -2acc -le rg
I  gave (endowed) to you. (Doak 219a)
b. ô ilS içn
V e il is i l i  -si -n
give %b %t -2acc -le rg
I  gave you something. (Doak 219b)
3.4.3.2.1. Dative The -s(i)-t- applicative functions in  much the same way as
the -l-t- applicative indicating that the object is recipient. Some examples;
27. a. m ’ i'?m’ l'?üçs lp
Vm ’sy’ -i-CVC j  -ssl p 
report+aug %b j  -la cc  -2erg 
You folks to ld me a story. (Doak 230)
b. nk"fn§ icn
Y nk*in  zM d  -si -n 
sing zh d  -2acc -le rg
I  sang to you. (Doak 231)
3.4.3.3. Dative -tuf-t. The dative applicative here serves to introduce an additional 
participant in to  the clause structure. In  -tu+-t transitive constructions it is often 
d iffic u lt to determine the role o f the th ird  participant. The -tu f-t transitive
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construction that marks dative is rare in  Doak’ s data and occurs only w ith  th ird
person or nontopic pronominal arguments. A  comparison w ith  the -n-t transitive
(30a) illustrates how the -tu t-t transitive construction (30b) marks a third participant.
28. a. ?ac'xnc
Vac’x  zSl A -0  -s 
look at ^  -3abs -3erg 
He looked at it. (Doak 235a)
b. ?ac*xtu*c
Vac'x - tu t zt -0  -s 
look at -da %t -3abs -3 erg 
He looked at it fo r him. (Doak 235b)
3.5 Genitive/Possessive markers. The firs t and second person singular genitive 
markers are prefixes w hile the remaining markers are suffixes. Again, -Us is 
optionally marks th ird  person plural.
Table 4 singular plural
1 hn- -et
2 in- -m p
3 -s -s (-ils ) (Doak, table 6)
Examples:
29 a. b is ti'? b. is tP c. sti?s_
hn- Vsti? in- Vsti? Vsti? zs
Ig - thing 2g: thing thing
I t ’ s mine. (Doak 31a) I t ’ s yours. (Doak 32a) I t ’ s his/hers
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stPsils e.
Vsti*? ^  a i i  
thing 2̂  lE Î 
I t ’ s theirs. (Doak 33b)
stPfit f. sti?mp
VsiP  :E t Vsti? -m p
thing -Ip g  thing -2pg
I t ’ s ours. (Doak 34b) I t ’ s yours (pi).
(Doak 35b)
3.5.1 Double possessives. Double possessives u tilize  the intransitive subject clitics in 
conjunction w ith  genitive marking.
30 a. k ^ in pipg*?
k ” u _ hn- Vpipe'? 
2nom Ig - father 
You are my father.
b. cismiy’sms 
cn s+Vm iv’m 
Inom nom+woman -3g 
I  am his w ife. (Doak 36)
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CHAPTER III 
E n g l is h  V e r s io n s  o f  L y n x
I  present firs t the translations o f Lynx to fam iliarize the reader w ith  the stoiy line o f 
the myth. A  description o f Reichard's original handwritten notebook recording o f the 
m yth is in Chapter IV  and a description o f Reichard's typewritten is in Chapter V  I  
provide on the le ft the translation o f the text as Reichard published it  in  1947. This 
translation has undergone editorial revisions explained by Reichard as follows:
"Considerable e ffort has been put forth to make the translations 
in te llig ib le , sometimes by adding an explanatory phrase not in the 
text, sometimes by transposing the phrases and sentences 
and sometimes by the use o f notes. The Coeur d'Alene sentences are 
not always clear i f  lite ra lly  translated and besides, the informants 
often offered voluntary explanations" (Reichard 1947:vii)
On the right column I  provide the more literal translation o f the text, made to 
match, as far as possible, Reichard's edited version.
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Lynx
There was a village o f which Eagle 
was chief. He had a daughter. Lynx 
took her fo r his w ife  w ithout the 
c h ie f s permission. She had a child. 
The ch ie f became angry. “ I  wonder 
whose child  it is,”  he said. Coyote 
said, “ It must be the child o f my firs t­
born.”
The child cried all the time. 
The ch ie f said, “ I f  one o f you picks it 
up and it  stops crying it w ill show he 
is the father.”
The people passed it around. 
When it  came to Coyote, he said 
caressingly, “ M y daughter’ s Child. 
You poor thing! M y daughter’ s child.’ 
But no! It kept on crying. Then the 
ch ie f said, ‘Ts everyone here? No one 
is missing. M y! Lynx is not here. Go 
call him .”  Someone went to  call him. 
He refused to  come. Then the ch ief 
said, “ Go call him again. I f  he says 
‘N o ’ again tie  him up.”  Then Lynx 
went reluctantly w ith  them.
001
002
003
004
005
006 
007
008
009
010
011
012 
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
They lived there. Many lived 
there. Eagle was their Chief. 
This Chief, he had a daughter. 
H is daughter was taken by 
Lynx,
H is daughter had a child.
The chief was angry.
He said; "Whose child is it?" 
Then Coyote said: " It m ight be 
my child, maybe it ’s my older 
child's child. "
This little  one, it was crying. 
Then the chief commanded: 
"A ll o f you come in here. 
W hich ever o f you is the father 
o f this child, when you hold it 
then it w ill cease to  cry. "
And then they were in a circle. 
They took it - they did that as 
far as Coyote.
But no! It was crying.
Then the chief said: "D id you 
assemble? Oh, one wouldn’t 
come in. Lynx is gone. He 
didn't come in."
"Yes, go summon him ." 
Someone went to summon him  
hither.
He refused.
He said: "Go summon him. I f  
he says "No" again . . .
"then someone bind him up." 
Then he was summoned again. 
This time he came and he 
entered.
12This is very funny showing that Coyote did 
not know the proper kinterm. He should have 
said, “My son’s child.”[Reichard's (hereafter 
R) footnote.]
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The ch ie f ordered the child to  be 
passed around again. When it  came to 
Coyote he said, “ M y poor little  
daughter’s child, sh! sh!”  But it  did no 
good. Coyote passed the baby to 
Lynx. He took hold o f it under the 
arms driv ing in his claws but even 
then it  nearly stopped. As he quickly 
passed it on the people looked up in 
surprise. I t  started again “w a ’a wa ’a! ” 
Right behind Lynx sat his 
grandmother. The baby was passed 
around again. N ow  it  was crying less; 
it  was only sobbing, “ wxa uxa!” It  
came to Coyote but his caresses 
started it  again. Then it  came to  Lynx 
and stopped altogether. Lynx threw it 
to his grandmother who ran to her 
home w ith  it. The ch ie f said, “ Go get 
him. Lay him  down in  the m iddle o f 
the house and jum p on him .”
Coyote and Raven were the
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031
032
He said; "Go in a circle again 
They circled un til in  turn it 
came as far as Coyote.
He said: "M y poor grandchild. 
M y grandchild sh! sh!" 
Coyote passed the baby to 
Lynx.
Lynx, he received it. He 
clawed it under the arms. It 
almost stopped (crying). He 
passed it  on to someone else.
033
Then the people were surprised 
— again it cried it was 
unbearable, wa'a wa'a.
R ight behind Lynx sat his 
grandmother.
Again it  was brought near the 
last o f the people It was just 
about to stop crying. I t  was 
gently sobbing. It came to 
Coyote.
He said: " I am your 
grandfather." Then it came to 
Lynx and stopped crying.
From where he was. Lynx 
rolled his child to its 
grandmother.
She ran back to the house w ith  
it awkwardly.
The ch ief said: "Go get him. 
Lay him  down in the middle o f 
the room and jum p on him ."
Coyote and Raven were the 
firs t to grab Lynx.
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firs t to  grab Lynx. They put him  in  the 
center o f the house and the ch ie f gave 
the word to start. G rizzly was the firs t 
to  jum p on him. As the people 
stamped on him Lynx gradually sank 
into the earth. Coyote Jumped from  as 
high a position as he could. F ina lly 
nothing but lim p fu r was le ft o f Lynx. 
Then they a ll le ft the g irl there by 
order o f the chief and set out fo r a new 
camp.
The g irl sat there sadly 
watching the corpse o f Lynx. One 
morning she heard a song which came 
fa in tly  from  a long distance. As it 
came nearer and nearer she realized it 
was Lynx singing. Soon she saw his 
fu r begin to  stand up and then his ears 
and body emerged from  the d irt. Then 
his head came up and fin a lly  he 
jumped up. He sat down. The g irl 
watched him. He smoothed his legs to
034 They put him  in the center o f 
the room.
035 He said: "Okay stomp on him ."
036 G rizzly was the firs t to jum p 
on him.
037 As the people stamped on him 
Lynx gradually sank into the 
earth.
038 F inally nothing but lim p fu r 
was le ft o f Lynx.
039 Coyote jumped from  as high a 
position as he could.
039 Coyote jumped from  as high a 
position as he could.
040 Then they moved, abandoning 
the chiefs daughter.
041 The chiefs daughter sat there.
042 She watched the corpse.
043
044
045
046
047
Then it was morning. She 
heard a song from  a distance. 
Soon Lynx’s fur began to 
gather and protrude through 
the ground.
He was done.
He jumped up. He sat down by 
the g irl and she watched him. 
He smoothed him self to  his 
wrists and to  his feet.
He smoothed his legs to  his 
ankles. He finished.
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the ankles. That is why his feet now 
have long hair. Then he smoothed his 
body as far as his neck. That is why 
his face is not smooth, but looks 
“ gathered up.”  That is also why he has 
no nose. Just as he was smoothing 
him self between the neck and chin the 
woman ran up to him  and said, “ Stop 
it now, I  am lonesome.”  “ But I  m ight 
be ugly.”  “ A ll right. I  don’t  care i f  you 
are.”  So he went to his house and 
brought a ll his meat over. He had a 
very large amount.
Those who had le ft Lynx and 
the g irl hunted but had bad luck. They 
tried to corral the deer but got nothing. 
Magpie and Rabbit had stepped as 
lig h tly  as possible on Lynx and they 
each secured a fawn as a reward. As 
they took it home the woman saw 
them. “ Rabbit and Magpie got lots o f 
deer,”  the woman reported.
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
Then he smoothed his body as 
far as his chin and the middle 
o f his head. And his face is 
wrinkled.
He did not smooth the end o f 
his nose.
That is why he doesn't have a 
smooth nose.
He had smoothed him self just 
as far as the chin, the woman 
ran up to  him.
She said to him; " I am too 1 
lonesome!"
Lynx said: "But I m ight be 
ugly."
She said: "W hat o f it? There 
w ill be ugly ones."
Then they went together back 
to their house.
He gathered deer there. There 
was deer at his house.
Then he hunted there.
They moved camp and 
gathered a fawn. Magpie and 
rabbit got a fawn because they 
stepped on lynx [on ly] a little . 
Because they had p ity  on him.
They packed things on their 
backs. The woman saw Rabbit 
and Magpie.
061 They said they got lots o f deer.
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A t last all o f the people became very 
hungry. Rabbit and Magpie said, 
“ L e t’s go see Lynx.”  When they 
arrived at Lynx’ s house they were 
rewarded w ith  much food and grease. 
He gave them food fo r their children 
and said, “ Tom orrow you may move 
back here and stay w ith  us.”
That night the children o f 
Rabbit and Magpie made much noise, 
the Magpie children on ’an ’an, the 
Rabbit children ots ’ats ’ats 'at. The 
ch ie f was alarmed. “ You better go 
look. Maybe they are dying o f 
starvation.”  The children were busily 
eating. From one side o f each mouth 
hung a strip o f meat and grease which 
Lynx had given their parents and from  
the other side hung a strip o f moss. 
The messengers did not see the grease 
but only the moss, and reported to the 
chief. “ Just moss the poor things are 
try ing to  eat.”
062 And then s till nothing. Then it 
was as i f  they were hungry 
those w ith  Rabbit and Magpie.
063 Then they said: "Let's go back 
and look at Lynx."
064 When they got there they had 
p ity  on them and they fed them 
again some fat.
065 They to ld them: "In  the
morning you move back here."
066 That night their children made 
noise.
067 Magpie u'nEn'En' (The magpie 
children went on'an’an).
068 Then Rabbit's went uc'Ec'Ec'E 
(The Rabbit's children went 
ots'ats'ats'at).
069 Then the ch ie f said: "Go look 
at them. "
070 They looked.
071 What is this? Moss on the side
o f the mouth — [but] it's fat.
072 They did not see the fat, just 
the moss.
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Then everything was quiet and the 
ch ie f thought. “ Perhaps they have 
died,”  so he sent someone to 
investigate. Raven however had gone 
w ithout orders. As he flew  over the 
house he saw something white inside. 
He swooped down and found grease. 
When he ate it he choked on it.
The ch ie f suspected Raven and 
said to  someone, “ Go! I  suppose he’ ll 
be picking out the eyes o f the dead i f  
we don’t  watch out.”  The people went 
and pulled the fat out o f Raven’ s 
throat. They divided it and each had a 
very small piece. When Coyote and 
Raven came up to Lynx ’ s house his 
w ife  beat them on the head and k illed
them.
The chief now ordered the
people to  contribute their most 
valuable possessions to compensate 
fo r the desertion o f his daughter. 
“ B ring your valuables. We are going
073 Then in  the morning they were 
quiet.
074 He thought, "Perhaps they 
have starved."
075 He said: "Go look at them."
076 Raven circled. Then he went 
by the house.
077 And he saw it. It  was white.
078 He landed. " I see, it's fat."
079 He ate it and choked.
080 The ch ief said: "Go! I  suppose 
he'll be picking out the eyes o f 
the dead."
081 The people went and pulled it 
out o f his throat.
082 They put down a little  fat and 
they divided it  and each had a 
very small piece.
083 Then Coyote and Raven came 
up to Lynx.
084 The woman beat them on the 
back o f their heads.
085 The C h ie f said: "B ring here 
valuables and things."
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to pay damages,”  he said. ‘TVline are 
the best,”  boasted Coyote. They took 
the best they had, tied them in  a 
blanket and about ten o f them took it 
to  Lyn x ’ s house and deposited it there. 
Neither Lynx nor the woman paid any 
attention to them “ We have laid our 
valuables on a blanket so we w ill a ll 
feel better toward one another,”  they 
said to the woman.
The woman got up and untied 
the bundle. She looked at the 
contributions o f Coyote, Raven and 
the others. One thing was missing. It 
was B luebird ’s necklace. Because it 
was blue it was very nice. “ N o,”  
decided the woman, “ as long as 
B luebird ’ s necklace is not part o f the 
payment we cannot make up.”  The 
people took the payment back to  the 
C hie f and reported, “ No! she says, 
‘B luebird has not brought his 
contribution. “ Go
086
087
088
089
090
091
092
093
094
095
096
They stacked them. Then 
Coyote said: "The best goods 
are mine. "
I t  was carried. Ten people 
went.
That woman paid no attention. 
Lynx paid no attention.
They put it down. They said: 
"It's piled here. In the fbture 
this w ill be over and all w ill be 
w ell in  our hearts."
The woman got up and untied 
the bundle.
She looked at that belonging to 
Coyote, Raven, and all. That 
belonging to Bluebird was 
missing from  the stack. That 
belonging to Bluebird was nice 
because it was blue.
The woman said: "No, that 
belonging to Bluebird is s till 
missing."
W e'll never make up."
They carried it back to the 
chief.
They to ld  him: "No, Bluebird's 
things are missing."
097 Then he said: "Go call her."^^
In R's unpublished manuscripts Bluebird is 
female — in her published text male.
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call him .”  B luebird was asked, “ W hy 
didn’t  you put your beads in?”  “ No, I 
d idn ’t  th ink they’d care fo r them. 
They are so ugly.”  So he gave them. 
When the woman saw them she took 
them, “ M y! Thank you!”  she said. 
“ You may come back here to  live. 
Come back to live  in  your old house. 
Each one w ill be f ii l l o f meat.”
Coyote however found only 
bones and undesirable scraps in  his 
house and Raven found nothing but 
heads.
This is the end o f the road.
098 Then she came.
099 They asked her; "W hy didn't
you bring the goods."
100 Then she said: "[W as] I  to 
th ink this, oh my, is nice? The 
ugly thing."
101 They took it, they took it back, 
and put it down again.
102 This woman looked at that 
belonging to Bluebird.
103 She took it. She said: "M y! 
thank you."
104 And then they told them: "You 
move back to your houses. Go 
back in, they w ill be fu ll o f 
meat."
105 Coyote [found] only bones and 
ugly meat.
106 And Raven found only heads.
107 That is the end.
108 The end o f the road.
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CHAPTER IV 
L y n x  IN  R e ic h a r d 's N o t e b o o k
In  this chapter I  reproduce a scanned facsim ile o f Reichard's original handwritten 
notebook pages where she transcribed Lynx, as to ld  by Dorothy Nicodemus. She 
used stenographic notebooks, w riting  in black ink, and annotating in  blue, red, and 
black pencil.
On page 1060 o f Reichard's notebook one can see, one th ird  o f the page 
down, the roman numeral X L I I I  and the title  "Lynx". Penciled by the title  is the 
annotation Free trans. 11/16/29. Also notable in the lines above the text, are blue 
pencil lines and check marks. Elsewhere one can see other annotations, including 
some in red ink.
Stenographic notebooks are hinged at the top, and Reichard transcribed the 
texts on the bottom portion o f the notebook, reserving the top for other notes, as 
needed. One can also see that when Reichard typed the texts she rearranged their 
order — the text here numbered XLin is eventually renumbered 21 (XXI), as shown in 
the facsim ile reproduced in the fo llow ing chapter.
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CHAPTER V 
L y n x  in  r e i c h a r d ’s m o n o l in g u a l  t y p e s c r ip t
Reichard firs t typed the Coeur d'Alene texts in tw o copies (w ith  a carbon), as 
reproduced here, probably in  the same order as the notebooks, I in fer that she 
reordered them because the original number X L I I I  has been crossed out and amended 
to X X I .  Also visible are a few hand w ritten marks, other typed insertions, and a 
footnote. We also in fer that she intended to submit these texts, w ithout the 
translation, to some publishing concern.
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X L I l l - —- (■lo S o y - ly n x  (D o ro th y ) /  /
. ■ ■ / ■ /
kim  a ^ n l ' i  * S t s w l 'o  y  x ^ l* '  a ts w i^ e
kum p a t c a ' lq .e n  I S  y t l m l ’̂ xu m atlc . h o i  ku& a p a ti'm tc S * ®
x ^ ly a  y ilm i'x u m . h o i  kum x * iy S  t o i t a k ^ l ' i t e m
t i * V
X^a s tr i ‘'m tca*® s. h o i  ^ '^ g ^ a a q ^ a 'sq '^ a sK '^  I S  a t i ' a t o S ' S a .
h o i  tn B S y l'lg w S a  x*S  y '^ lm i'x u m . Sk^n nS*^ aS^gwSt
ISpsq^^a^sq^asS*^, kum Sk^h IS  a m iy i'w  a #  n a '^  ç l k
h isq ^ a 'a q ^ a a S * ^  nS*^ I S  h tso i'* *  * t m l ' c S l t  x^ ^ *apsq*a'sq® asS*® ,
kunt x ^ i^ S  x ^ iy S  te tc S ^ n S * ^  wfi*S w s ' s .
t  i^
kum Sk *n  h o i  t c t n S ^ p t u l  nS** aS 'gw S t ku* % a q ^ a ' aq^aaS* ̂
nS*® k ^ ln tx ^  ku 6 n s '^  h o i  I S  tc S e tsv T u m s ,
h o i  kum t s i * ' l  t n c S ' l t c .  k ^ l'n tc m  kuâ a y i ' l
p enS*^  a m ty l'w , S k u 's t u s  h t a i ^ i s ' ^  q ^ S 'y q ^ iy t  h i s l ' l S * ® ,
l u t  ku& u w i’ * t s u ^ ’ umo, Sk^n h o i  n l  kuya'B  Sk^n
yo  tcn S '3 i*a*^  x *S  t o i^ ^  lu t c S s t ^ H ^ u 'ix ^ s  yo  ^ s ' ^ t c n
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■SSL
XCTM- lyxuc ( D orothy)
- 2-
la  to i^ ^  lu ta  a to^^a " . ha xu ^yu l to its g w y n l'^ tu l.
to itsg w ^ n l^ tE m . I t i ' t s a ,  ak ^n  x u ^ y u l to #  tgm rynl^ tu l n a* ^
l o q ^ l l t i ' t E i a ,  «  nS*® t S j ^ a 't c E n t p ,  h o i  T il tc i ts g w v n l‘*tEii, 
h o i  to* t8X U ^l t c ^ u ^ l x ^ .  Sk^n x a l  t i l t o l ' i n o S ' l t e a t o u l ,
h o i  u i t e t t a x u '^ l  u l tc i ts p E n S * ^  a m ty l'w , Sk5a h t s l ' l â * ^
q % 'y q ^ ly t  h t e l ' l S ’ ^  ô '  "  o* '  * o ' '  '  .
kum t a i  a m ty l 'v  t a t c  ]&a'&te&, tS k ® l 'n t s  x'^S
* a ^ a * ^ c u  t8aj32kaEltaEl$^a''ÿEntEm  tc u x u x * a * a l h o 'l ts E U
u lta to l"k o S o m E n t a , kum t l ' *  ÿMtsp IS  s t e l n t  kuâ
uktsu*um  u ïin ta '^ ts E n E m  wa*S w a*a. kuâ  a n sm u ''ta t  one tern
l a  * a to # tc a 'ÿ a * 5 s  h a  ^a* ^ tc& , h o i  kum u l t c t t a t o l t c l ' -
tLl*'*stEm kum t i* *  tc S s h o ^ lts E n  to  Km u ts l f ta k ^ l^ ts l 'n  
tc itsp E n â * ®  sm ty l 'w , kum Mk^n h t s l ' i a * ^ ,  h o i  pena*^
As**+.i-n «■M^nt.ur-n hn l tA Î ta l*  * x %  t o l t w a t o t t o S 'v a 'a s .
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m
(Dorothy)
- 3 -
kum tSte teatx^ eent a. ytlml'xum
xui tc its k^ i'n tx a  la  tato  »noi*'**tEwao na'® ■ea'k’Vi^p
xia*!̂  teat& iq l'iia*aiitp . kum î a emiyi^w tira m&na'tcalqa
t a l * ' î  c l*'ta e k ^ i’'n te ilc  ia  pa*®tcn, kcuSt xu'tstem
x%  tato ak^n haboi tca ta iq i'n a 'an tu l,
kum sma?!''* *ton 3c^ o l* ’ ta s tc a ta iq l'i^ ’ ants, 
kum t s l * ' l  ayaB tcata lq l'n S ’ antea hingwynwil' culumx^,
toam u%pum te l*  i1fct?a*®1fa**tcEml‘'* * * , kum x’ â smiylfw
kum ta i tngwl'st to i toatfu" x^t loana* antcm, t s l* * l  kum
4^1* ç ilts  x®a ofl^mtoa'as x% yilml'xum, hoi
kum ts l* ‘ l  a"m*o x^lÿa stri'mtcâ’ as x l̂^-a yilml'xum.
a'taycnte luwa tumtuaml^* * * kum ia  la*a$^ cEtoml̂ 'ntB
[jtstomo oaim 'ltx^ tsunuo canu”̂ ltx*3^ hoi ukuk*nl|7â*®
1 Spokan
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L jt ix  (Dorothy)
luw S'mte kum a 'ts a t system la  'Msml'yam,
h o i  kum U l ' t a c n t s  U l^ 'ts e n ts  p o iâ * ^  s tsË n to em -
t c c m t s i ' 'n t o t  t g n s l  x^a  t e l*  *tsgw a'pgw yç)oic,
't r i^ tsE n ta  x ^ a^ a  s ttca^m to am alq e*  s p en a* ^  s tn tc a ^ m tc sm tsE n o ia
h o ' i a t u s ,  h o i  l i l t r i ' t a B n t s  pena*^  ts a n te e m l 'p e n ^ s  n l* * ta q -
aw aa q cn ta u ^ t tg w a i t s l *  *1 a ts4*a ''sE m ua , kum l u t a i f l ' t a s n t s
s t t 5 a ’'m l ' ’ q a ,  tg w a i "% t a l ’ * l lu tâ y p a n l* 't c a 'm i*  * q a , u o » l
pE na*^ a tn tc e m i 'p e n ja  to  a x ^ 't t T j c a t  sm x^a 'aam l^yam .
fiku" s tem  h o i  tfl** m ly a i %S& t c r n a n to u '^ l ' l g n f i a ,
kum Sk*n x*ly&  pa*® tôn h o i  çSlS*® t e t n d j a ^ y d J l J t ,
kum a k * a  x * ly a  ami "yarn kum tc a y tc l* (n e m )  i a
na*® k u d j a 'y d j l } t a s .
# 9  ̂  ̂4k * • 4 «a • w* .Aft. wm  ̂.a >» ^ . a  ̂^  m
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J S L
XtX^EX. Î srnx (Dorothy)
. - 5 -
i a  t s l * *  la  'a taatx®  t s l ’ ^ l n iS lts l'**B tu a . kum 
t s l ' ^ l  t c i l l ' p .  xox^lya ' t t a 4 ’̂ l * * l  IS"! 4cm kum
y S *a a h !u k ^ y tl'it xu x^ ly  S iy * a 'tâ  x^a tirasq^l^tsem c
j i t s kuk'^S 'y ^
ayni"'3t x *a  tc a ta lq lfn a 'S n ts t lo  xox^lyS
pa'^t& A . tgw si kim h » n g *i* 'tm l'n tE m tlo , ho i kum
to  1 IgwSa $ lo  x^ lya twaaq^l"^t0Emo S ly ’^a'ts
^am l/ym a*am ^
tBgw&^tctem x^a t̂ÊKÊBÉftltBÊSÊk S k u 'm lo  aÿ^atem iS . 
t a i * * ,  h o i kum k^Sy lu t  kmx kum a ^ l f l  tcs4am i‘'lGn
xux^iya lOnaaq^l^^^scmo aiy% "^ta. h o i a k a 'n ilc  h o i
u l t u ^ a f  t â f  tmat x *a  pS'^^ton, h o i la  to l^ya 'fip S stlo
^ j^ ''* 'te m c n tE m ilo  u l's^m tcanlo  la  *as4u ts t.
Sku'etEm ilo la 'a ç *  nS'® kui^ultctts4^1''’ ^ i ,  ' kum
luwa t n k ^ l " ' t a  tS 'k^m E n tau t IS  s t s is t s tÂ l* ' î t a i t .8 t lo .
la  'S ly ^ a 'ts  u%EnEn, kum la  a4^i'tsEmc utsstaEtsE,
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2ZT
-X LIK t (D o ro th y )
h o i Sk*n la  ytla tl'xum  x u 'y u l tu '^ a 'ts ç E n tu l, ho i
ta^a'tsqpentEm , tol'nEmo x^^lya sq^Sl kum x^S t&to
tn p ts tx 'l^ p ta i8 x^a s4ut8t kum lu tk g w l'te tc m ilc  x®!;^
s4u ts t tm lc sq’^ai, kuâ ia  l a ’ aç^ tc u '“tscn , nS*®-
ku'acm Sto84Sml^lEn, h o i B k ^  xutc
V ust^u'p
tu ^ a ^ t â q p ç n t u l ,  kum x^a. m a n a ^ tca lq s
x u * * * l  h i n y ^ y t s q l ' l x ’"̂ , g w l'to te m  x u x ^ lÿ a  u ^ p S 'q ,
h o i  d&' X'^ment s u t  kun h t  s 4 u ' t 6 t .  kum i i n  ku6
4 b * 1 ‘'1 p s ,  h o i  Sk^n IB  y t lm l'x u m  xu*'yul yumut 
h * l  nB *angw\jetou^stus '  x^-Cyx^.
h o i  x u l  x ^ ly S  s t e l n t  u i t e t n t s B 'k ^ i t e m  x ^ ly a
s q S ' i ' l p s ,  pS^k^vmstEm x u x ^ ly a  s 4 u t s t  g u it sx u x ^ l* *  ' ’ ,
i £  h o i  x u l  IB  sm ty l'w  IB  j^uwa mana”t c a lq a  i £
t a t o  n S '^ to n  to *  taT>u''lUBtcm tlo >a *astnl''fatn to*t.axat.im .t.-
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3S L
■366111. Ijriuc (Dorothy)
- 7 -
a ‘'pqentE ffi» lo , h o i  k ù à  l à  y tlm l'x u m  âkTn t e l ^ y a E l ' t e t i l
l â  w»lw$.ll'iB l a  sm uq^l'lgw S s &k^n. h o l  t c a tn u 4 * l ‘'nS*^
to»nti'* ia
kxim aa sm ty l'w la  # s t  la  sm uq^i'isw as
h o l ea 'x^tem  x u 't ite m  na'®  t tô u ‘'pen h t l  x u l, u ^ a 'm
luma Bml'yam, u'*qa^m la  p S '^ to n , h o l x ^ l ' * l  da‘'x^îtEm
p
aku‘'stem  x ^ l ' * x^a atcatm u^^l "na tc â s h o 'l  t c â i t c * -  
uatiiqpasisEffil'lgwas. h o l ts a ^ 'lto  x %  sml^yam tc a ta r l ' lx ^ y n ta
a'tâ,XEnts x ^ l' * ulm»na'*tcalqs u l'aya'a  S p l
n i* * t ô t ^ ^  x ^ l '  * u ltoa tE ta ''qE gw a i ha smu4'^l'lswas a y n l ' l
na *u tq ^v ‘'rjq^v«S*^®'*i n a **  içast. ak^n la  sml'yam  
l u t  n â '^  p ln t to  tou2^ %*a ' u ltoa tE t& 'qE gw & l. kum
auya'mp lu t  lu ta tc a iu s T a s ti'^ io a t ,
h o l u lxu^iatEm  u lsa 'x^tEm  u lx u " **  »etB» la  ta te
y f lm i'x u m , aku^stcm l u t  gwynl'^x* toü^^ ha u lto a tE t^ 'q e -
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xsr
XiatHL Ijrnx (Dorothy)
> "S "
Swfil, h o l  x u l  t c : t8 g w y n l" tu l .  h o l  t o i t e x u " ! ,
â k u 's tE m  tg w â l  s t lm  h t i  l u t k t c t t s x u '*  x”a
Sia\ji4’^ i^ lsw tt8 . kum Sk^n  n l  kum tc te n S ^ ^ k u "  x^ l**  
k un  y S s t  x^S d j s 'y d j l j r t ,  h o l  t s l ^ ’ l  x u 't s tc m  
u ix u '*  * i s t e a  u i-ea 'lc^ ltem , h o l  a ' t a l e n t s  x ^ iy â  sm l'yam
x ^ l*  * x ^ a  u lto a te t 'a ^ q e g w S i. k ^ ln te  Sk^n haya
l l 'm le m o , h o l  kum t B i '* i  S k u ''B tem tlc
fc u p * u ltc » ts 4 * ir* ' i  IS  *S ts S ''ts itx ’'*̂ mp nS*^ fcup’u l n a 'p t  
a t s 4 ^ l ' t s  a s q l i t t c ,  kum iS  u ls m ïy i 'w  u tm lo  stsSà
h i l  a, jS 'y d  j  i j^ t  h a  a q l l t t e .  kum l a  * u ln A n a 'tc a lq a
tm lc  4o^Jnqen, t s l * ’ l  h o l ,  h t  n x fa"  t p a l q a ,
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CHAPTER VI 
L y n x  in  R je ic h a r d  s I n t e r l i n e a r  T y p e s c r ip t
The facsim ile reproduced in  this chapter shows that Reichard added the interlinear 
translation to the carbon copy o f her typescript. So that the Coeur d'Alene line is the 
carbon copy, and the English is the fresh type. Here too one can see the various 
emendations in  black and red pencil, and, on the le ft margin, references to the 
handwritten notebook pages.
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( io6oj ijnxK ( Dorothy)
then beoauce
x ^ l m ta v l'o  x * l ’ * a r "  « ta w l'o
here vrae a house here car:)' houses
ku& i^ tè & ^ lq cn  IS  y tls l^ x u B B ite .
then Bald-headed. Eagle was their chief
x’̂ l Ŝ ytlatl'anua. 
this chief
x*fi
his dau^ter
hol kuâ
and then this
hoi kuâ Spefl'mtoS'^
and then he bed a daugh­
ter ,
I • S**a S ^ ‘ » tc ;n
hy Î rnx
hol
then
to lte k " l'lte m
ake was taken 
from him
ti^*heq*a*eq*«»a** &S «fl*■!««*«•.
she had a child his dau^ter
hol tnmSyl'lgeSe x*s jOlxl^xum. Sk*n nS** #s*g*st
then he was angry the chlkt he said whoever
ittpeq*»'* •q’*'aB« * * ,
has the child
hmeq^a'eq^asS**^
be my child
kuâ Sk” IS
then he said
as*«t
*m$yl #
Coyote
■» X»** ÿ l l
It might
*afj apeq*a' #q% eS * *
l o U  kuâ x”lÿs
then this
kuâ Sk*a
then he said
’ it& u -u x e
Tjae crying
IS  h * # e l" 'tm l^ o S l t  x- ^# eq
Jty eldest Is the one xrtio has
the child
X ^S l€lâS*âS*“ «S*S i»K*S.
this lit t le  {one) wS'S «èt'S
hoi tetns ptui
then come in
»S
eS'gsSt ku'J^eq"a'#q'*aeS '*
whichever of you la the father 
of the child
nS’* k*lntx* kuâ nS' hol kS
when you take It then it  will acase
toSetâu'luM ,
its crying
hol
and
kuâ
then
pens** w ity l^w .
as far ae Coyote
t e l* * I  fx io B 'ltu . k^ l'a ta m  iooA s f l * l  
there i t  went around It was taken then Hkx
ju s t
ttku'stus htal'lft*® q"s^|q^lit(^el*is'“.
he said to It my daughter’s you are pitï^ .my
able / 'aSugHflr'
lut kuâ uâ^
no then it  screamed crying
teu*'umo.
child
Sk^n
he said
hol nl kuna's
then are you all
a child
Sk*n
he said
yo tenS*^*S
my I one
x*S tâu^“ lutoS»t«i3âu*îx‘*'e yo
the one gene he did not come in my * i t  is lynx
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{ D o r o t h y )
Itt lutttotoÛfcu'lx*#. bS xu'jrul totteg#ynl''tol.
he wag tJae l^aent one he did net yes go call him
come in
' i -L  l u ' t e m .  « fe t* »  x u ' y u l  t o t t g o \ B r a ' t u l  n m * “
'* ho. was called hltherf he re- he said go call H-tm if
fused
l a q ^ l « i * t c a »  iM t t o l î u i ‘' t & s n t p .  h o l
likewlee he refuses bind him up then again he wea called
again
h o l  t e « t « 3 t u * i  8 k * n  x u l  W & t o l '  $ n o 8 ' l t o 8 t o u l ,
then hfljbaae he came in he said go pass it  about again
h o l  u l t o i t o x t t * !  u l t o t t e p c n * * *  e m g y l ' x .  a k ^ n  h i o l ' U t * ^
then again it  came again It case as far be said tny daughter’s
as Coyote son
q » M * | q » l | l  h i o l ^ l k * * ^  o ' "  o ' "  o  %
you poor thing my grand- eh ah sh
child
k u 6  t k i  m m i y l * #  t a t o  ÿ a ’ H S A .  t « k * l * B t »
then from Coyote toward Lynx he took it
tB a^ t»« ltP ily*a 'ycn tC B i têuxux*a*ai hc'^ltB cn
^  Lynx it  7iaa clawed almost it  stopped, cry­
ing
u k t i t t o l ' l o S c u n t » .  k d »  f l *  # t # p  l *  o t o l n t  k u &
again he gave it  to then already they, the people then
someone
ult&u'im ui$nVa'$t#kmK# «s'« «8*8. ku6 &Aem»'tkt#&etgm
again it  cried again i t  hurried wd 8 wd A than he was sat be- 
v/lth the mouth hind
. . 1 8  'StOtteŜ ĵ R̂ Bs h k  t̂t**tèft, hol kuA ultcttstSltAl'-
by hie grandmother lynx and then a^in it waa
brought near
h l * * B t c m  to a fi « 1 * *  t e t t e h o ^ l t a c n  t& a A  u t m ^ f l i t e l ' A
the end then surely it  was juet about Just sobbing
to stop (slowly)
t o i t e p e n B * *  a m t y l * » .  k u A  B k * n  h » « l * l B * * ,  b o l  p t n R * ^
up as far ae'^ coyote then he said cay daughter a then up to
child
A«*®t4A B u ' e t m e n .  h o l  t s i t s i * *  x * a  t o l t * t t t o i t e B ' # t t * K e .
Lynx it  was lost then farther to his grandmother
in the mcuth
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- S J t J t T f  I f n x  ( D o r o t l q r )
■5-’
k t iA  t a t e  t e a t x * ^  e e n t  $ .  B i t* n  y # l m l * x e m
then to the house she ran^lth It he said this chief
x u A  t e « i e k * l ' n t u l  3JS. t a t o  » n * l ' * * t d t t t o  n f i ' *  t t t '^ * % i n t p
go take him to then midd&e of the lay him dovm
floor
n & * ^  t o a t a i q l ' n K ' & c t p ,  k u l  2 8  o m t y i 'w  t w o  n t u m ' t e a l q o
stamp on him then Coyote with Buzzard
t o i *  * 2  o i * * t B o k * l ' n t « i l o  2 8  k u &  x u ' ^ t o t c a
there were the first to Lynx then he was taken
take him
**8  ta to  # n # i"* * t. 8k*'n hmhol to a ta iq l*ü a *a n tu l,
to the middle of he said go on stamp on him 
the floor
k u 4  # m a 8 i * * * t e &  * * 8  « l * ^ t 8 e t « a t a i q i * a B * 8 t t t e .
then Grizzly was the first to stamp on
him
k u &  t e l *  * 2  o y a *  t o a t a l q l ' * a 8 * l t n t e »  b i n g u r y n e n l ^ o u l i m u t * ,
then there a ll be was stamped on he sank Into the
ground
t 6 # A  t < » l * i t f e t S * * 1 ! 8 * * t ® « « l * * '* ,  k u fc  x * 8  a s n y i ' w
Just his fur was showing a l i t t le  then Coyote
kuA i t t i  sn g w i'a t  to tte8«u*^x*tlo8nS '8nt£B . t e l*  *2 kuA
then from high Jumped down on him there then
4 * 1 *  * 1  * 1 2 t e  * * S  # f l ^ m t o 8 * 8 e  x * 8  y » l m l * % u m .  h o t
they moved they le ft her hia daughter the chief then
k o A  t a i  2  8 * m «  x * i ^ 8  # f l * m t o 8 * 8 a  j t l B l ' x m a .
and there she sat this hia daughter this chief
a ’' t i f c n t a  2 u A a  t u B t m a n i * * * *  k u A  l a  l a ' a y * "  o e t b m l * n t a
she looKed at It that corpse then in the morning heard It
f t a u n u o  o a n u * ! * * *  t s u m i o  o B n u ' l f x ’O ^  b o l  *
then soon
Î  s p o k a n
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-XtibïT" lyn% (Dorothy)
*4 —
t o l t l * * t o  t o i y a ^ *  1 » o p i M s ,  hoi h o i .  hoi
It was showing ills fur done done then he got up
lu ir * * * * *  ku& **t& *t& ys t« * HI
that one sitting then he was looked at by the woman
h o i kuA in * l*c n to  tf l* i« a a ts  pcnK*^ mt#*nt&%m-
and then he smoothed i t  he smoothed as far as his
It
t & e m t a l ' n t e t  I g m K l  t s l ' * &  x * a  t o l ' * t * g * * * p g w p p * * * ,
wrists because there H xhkx long-haired his feet
were
1 f l * t * s n t a  m t t & a * * t & a m a l q * *  #  p e a * * *  • » n t A M * B t A c a t s c n o « m
he smoothed it  these his legs as far as hia ankles
' V  i f  3
h o * l * t t u i .  h o i  u l i n * t a c n t s  p c n * * ^  t e K n t A c * l * p c n ? m  n l * * t m q *
he stopped it  then again he smoothed it  his "chin 'îie pressed
a A « i K l c n t * i u * t  t g m t t i  t s l * * l  IcuA  l u t a t l ' t e e n t *
on the top of his because there his face is  then *e did not
head wrinkled smooth it
s t t A a * B l * * q * «  t g * * i  X  l u t a ^ * n l * * t & m * * l * * q « .  u o t l
his nose dm there he has no nose Just
that Is why
p e n * * ®  m f n t i m l * p c ^ m  t « * x * * * t n n t a t e *  x * «  * * s a t l * ^ * a .
as far as his^dhin for a purp5se he was by the woman
gone for
f t k u * * t c a  h o i  t i * *  a i y f i l  - iw A -  t a i A * n t A u % > l * l g e S * .
he was told stop already very -«**« I am lonesome
k u A  * k “ n  X * l ÿ a  A a '* t 4 A  h o i  t * * n d j a * ^ d j l | t ,
then he said this Lynx then maybe I sar. ugly
k u l  l k * n  x " ! ^ *  s m & 'y k m  k u A  t o a ^ t e i * { n e n )  IM
and she said this woman then what of it
n«** k u d j* * fd jlf t* e .
If you are ugly ;
« r -  k u A  t « l  * 1  u a t t w « t e *  t x * a i l e  k u *  t o l y a  m a x m tu #
icuv "He then there again at their house then be assembled
much
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JU Æ tZ  lynx (Dorothy)
-5 -
1» til** itt 'tttrtltx» kui
there at "Uie house there he made a home then
tsl**l ^ xwx'̂ l̂ il •it«4’*l**h kxA
there he hunted these nho moved neanaheT? then
ytt*llai^ui<f*utl*it anix̂ l̂  K2r*lt^^ **a t#m#q*l*t#Emo
secured a farm this Magpie with Rabbit
2 K*« toatalqi^nM #nt#$lo
because lightly they had stamped on him this
tge&i Icui h«iia*l''tmi'ntcatlo. hot kun
lŷ nx beoause then they were pitied and then
tei«v3e*8|jUK*i l̂«rite»le twaeq î t̂ocmo Mlp̂ M'ti
they carried It hither this with Rabbit Magpie
on the back
t & g « f t * t e t a i  x * S  & J m * 'm l o  a y ^ a t c m  2 t t
they ’were seen by the ■woman they said there la
much
t i l * * ,  h o i kiat lu t  Jonc kwA a y i^ l tee^ttnl^'lcn
deer and then s t i l l  not then It was as if  they
were hiTngry
% u x " l^  €3>A*q^l *tecmo B l f ^ k ' t i .  h o i Ik u ^ m lo  h o i
tkww thoâb with IMtbbit Ma^le then they said now
i c t i  u l t o ' ^ ' t a f t m l t  h o i  l a  t o i t y a ' m x ^ e #  l o
' we w*ll go look at lynx then mk when they arrived
n ^ i ^ *  * t c m c n t c a « l o  u i '& * 'm t k m $ l e  l a  '  a s t u t e  t .
they were pitied again they were Ted with fat
O f c t t ' s t c a i t l e  l a * a x *  n S * *  k u A
they were -bold In the morning you move back here and
luwa #nk*i*' t# «St '̂k' âsnbeut lit ■ tetet««il* itsit.stlo .
that evening they made a noise their children
l a  *mir^M^t& , kvA 2a s4*i'*.t»cno ut^ctj^cta^E.Magpie unenen then Babbit s utsetsEtse
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IfDX (D orothy)
- 6-
h o i  llk*n 1ft y t lA i 'x u a  am^'yul tu '^ ft'tsq f^en tu l. h o t
then he aaid the chief to look at them then
t u ^ f t ^ t s f c a t iB .  t f t l 'n c a e  x*l^ft kuA ta  to
they were watched what la It? kftmft moaa and toward
this
tn p » o U l'i* p tfttft ft"ft » 4 a t t t  ku& lu U tg w l 'to tm t  lo  ft^l^ft
one side of the âouth fat then It was not seen this
• 4 u t« t  tiBio ku& 1ft I f t 'f tf"  t4u"*Hoca«
fat just the moss then In the morning they were he
SU let 
kft'ftpft f l ' ^  tatx*p *tos4em l*lftft. h o i Hk*n 3Cu«o
thought surely they are dead of hunger then he said go
I f tÿ  tu '* fa ''t4 y « n ttt l ,  kuA * u l %"ft mmnft'tealqft
look at them then . he went Buzzard
xu***l h% ny^^Ytsql'ift* gwl'*totcm
he proceeded to pass evw rloegpole km was seen this one whiteVwwlk'w I t
h o l  d B * x 'W n tstit kun h»s4ft* tftl. kuA t i n  kuà
then he went dô m my my fat then he ate then
4 a * l'a » ( i. h o l  a i* n  l a  y$ lml*%uft xu^yul ywmut
i t  got stuck In then he said the chief go I suppose
his Chroat
h i l  nh '  ftngw#*t&u^ etn# ]T%lWWfK*%^t\pc'^.
he is pronging out the eyes of~thoBè who dldd
h o l x ttl x* l^h  f t to in t  u l to tn t ia * k * l te t t  z*ljpft
then he went this person again km pulled out for this
i t  was him
S&&* 1^Ipft. pS"'k*v®»tea xux”ljra e d u ts t  guitaxum ^l'*  • *,
what stuck in It was put down this fat each a lit t le
hiw threat
IS  h o l x u l l a  smtyl^w IK luAa mftna"toftlq# IK
then tiiey went Coyote that Buzzard
with
tK te  i^ '^ t& A . te i t t tp u ^ lu e tM iilo  IK 'K em l'ÿtt* te t ta y a ty a t*
to Lynx they were injured qy the woman they were
beatKi on the
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lyn x  (Dorothy)
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« 'p q c n tc ttilo ,
head
h a t  k\Jk IK jrtlsd 'xum
and then the chief said assesthle
, f .  3tft i« emu&̂ l'lgwKa ttk*n,
• n valuables the damages he said
bel
lay then on it
kUB Sk” a  1ft ■ ■ ty l*w
then he said Coyote
to « n u ^ ' 1ft ÿ fte t 1ft
mine Is vdiat Is nice my damages
bol Bft̂ x̂ tem xu*tltca mft'* tt&u p̂en b il
then It v»s carried̂  for her
Iw&ft ssl'ÿS B . u ^ ft^ a  1ft
that woman he paid no
attention
about tyen 
lynx
xul,
M '•JîêîïS-ï-N P8,ld vwAAww.wfw,) no attention
bol dft'x’̂ itea
then here i t  T/aŝ dlopped 
for her
ftku'stcB x*l** x*a ' at oatmû l̂ 'nft ' tcftebo'l toftltc*-
she was t old here is  what was piled on it  la to make to be on
(blanket) an end for ua
uatnftasf sM l^ le v fte ,
good terms again
hol t&ft'l#e x*ft eml'f̂ ftm teatarl " Ix^ynte 
then she ftot up the woman she untied it
» " t ir e n t #  * * ! * •  u1m» |0 * «  ulmana^toalqe
le loc  " "  ' " ' 'sh Looked at it  i#hat belonged to
Coyote
belonged to 
Buzzard
ttl aya'ft ftp! 
belonged to i t  
a ll of them was
n l 'S k f y
nlssing frSn 
amongst
x » l**
that
ulteatcta qcgwfti ba
belonging to Bluebird
8Bu4'*î 3Lgwft« tty n l^ l
the damages because
nft ftk^n IB «Bl'ÿftB
i t  was blue on the surface it  was nice she said the woman
,010 ^ nft
>« plntt* x*B ultoatEtft'qcgwftl. tajA
as long as i t  is mlsBlng that belonging to Bluebird then
ftqyft'mp lut lutft tell tusfastl^ left t,
forever no we w^lll not make up again
hol akxu setkB ulsft x*tcia / ulxu "latcai L IB tftte
then it  was taken back it  was pagke  ̂again it  wâ  to
back f  taken
y%lml*xum.
the chief
ftka'atCB lut gwpnl'x  ̂ ba ultoatct^ qc«
he was told no truly miselng Is that belonging
to Bluebird
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Lgrnx < Dorothy)
-3**
b o l x u i to i t  #gw ynl " t u l ,  h o i to ito x u * ! ,
then be said go tac call her then thsy she came
aicu^otea tgwiii o tlA  h i l  lu tS te tta x u ** to tx *  x^a
she was asked wthy is i t  that you did not bring It
sB v4*l*lg« tte . n l kuA to$snK '*ku* x * i '*
your offering then she said was I to know this
kuA fS st x*ft d jk ^ fd jl^ t ,  tool t e l * *  I  xu*«etCB
my  ̂ is nice tdie ugly thing then there gtoefbrô gfi)Tg\̂ lt j
ulxu"* * » s t «  uH»*3^*ktKa. 1 tool I  a*t&ygnto 1 x*lAtt sBl'ykn
again they-t ook i t  again i t  v.aa IsidJ'SieS she xooked) this woman
down for her I  fat it  '
x '" l**  * * a  u ltea tx t& 'qeg w kl. k^ ln te  Itk^n hayo
this which belonged to Bluebird she took it  she said my J
l l 'm itm a , tool ki«& t s i  k k u 'a te B tlc  nB*^
thank you and then there they were told
k u p *u lto tt» 4 ** l* * * i 1& ’ Bt*SHs»tx**xP att*® ku p 'u ln k*p t
move back here your housed go back in|B̂
a t s 4 ” i '* t &  a s q i l t t o .  k u A  l â  m l s m i y l ' w  « t a l a  m t W t
full of meat then that belonging to just bones
Coyote
t o l l  d j k ' i ^ d j l ^ t  h a  s q l l t t d ,  k u A  k a  * u l n l n a ^ t e a l q s
which was ugly meat then that belonging to Buszard
t a l e  4 » ^ w i c a .  t e l * * i  t o o l .  t o i n x ^ a ' t p a l q s .
just heads that la the end the end of the road
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CHAPTER VII
T r a n s l it e r a t io n  a n d  A n a l y s is  o f  t h e  I n t e r l in e a r iz e d  T e x t
W hat fo llow s is the three line interlinearization o f Reichard's original text. Lynx. 
For the purpose o f this project I  have transliterated Reichard's original text into 
modern phonemic Salish orthography, The fo llow ing figures contain Reichard's 
Coeur d'Alene vowels (figure 4), a transliteration o f Reichard's Coeur d'Alene 
vowels (figure 5), Reichard's graphemes (figure 6), and Coeur d'Alene phonemes 
(figure 7).
I I I m IV
a â a'̂ a’a
a â a'= a’à
6 - - -
i i' i" i’i
I - - -
u u" u'" u’u
o o’o
U - -
F igure 4 Reichard's Coeur d'Alene vowels
I n m IV
a a a? a’ a
8 8 8? 8’ £
a - - -
1 i‘ i’ i
a - - -
u u U? u’ u
D o 0? o’ o
a
F igure 5 Transliteration o f Reichard's vowels
’ See Barthmaier's A Dictionary o f Coeur d ’Alene Salish From Gladys Reichard’s File Slips and 
Clarence Sloat's4 Skeleton Key to Gla(fys Reichard’s Coeur d ’Alene Transcriptions.
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t’s tc’
m
m’
w
F igure 6 Reichard's Graphemes
m
m’
w
F igure 7 Coeur d'Alene Phonemes
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The interlinearization was performed using the software Shoebox*^ and is 
organized as follows;
1. L ine number
2. L ine o f text: The firs t line o f text represents a sentence as indicated in the 
original text by a period, and is broken up into word units.
3. Morpheme by morpheme break: A  morphological breakdown o f phonetic 
transcription — here a hyphen (-) represents an inflectional a ffix  
boundary; the plus (+) represents a synchronically irrelevant morpheme 
boundary, including a derivational a ffix  boundary.
4. Morpheme by morpheme gloss.
5. Free Engli sh transi ation.
1. Oil
2. k '" in tem  k '"u m ’ a x il p a n e ’  s m a y i'w
3. k'"in -n -t  -m  k “ u m ’ axi'i p a n e ’  s + m y iw
4. take -d-t -nte then to do thus as_far_as Coyote
5. They took it - they did that as far as Coyote.
Shoebox, created at SIL International, is a computer program that helps linguist integrate various 
kinds o f text data. More information about shodaox can be found at
sil.org/computing/shoebox7.
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001
k "u m ’ ey'nf# x":? ecwfë ecwis k” um ’
k“ um ’ ey ’nff x” i7 ecwis x’"i‘» ecwi's k~um'
then because p ro x l house stands p ro x l many house stands then
p’ac ’alqe Is yelm lx^um sals
p’ac ’âlqa te ya lm ix"u m  -s -ilë
Bald Eagle det3 ch ie f -3g -3p
They lived there. M any lived there. Eagle was the ir Chief.
002 
hoi 
hoi
and then
k~um '
k'~um'
epst’fmce’  x” iy ’s
e p t+ s t’fmce7 x'"iy’e
have daughter this
ya lm lx"um
yalmix'^um
chief
This Chief, he had a daughter.
003
hoi k“ um ’ x " iy ’e p’a^c’n’ 
hoi k“ um ’ x“ iy ’e ’ e p’a ’ c ’n’
and then this obi Lynx
citak^fttam
cita+k '*fn  -1 -t -m
take hither -pra -t -nte
x'"a s t’i'mca’ s 
x"a s t’im ca’ -s
detl daughter -3g
H is daughter was taken by Lynx.
004
hoi t i ’ x"  
hoi t i ’ x *
then obtain
asq'^asq'^'asa’
a+s+q '~âs+q '~as+a7
some child
te s t’i'mca’ es 
te s t’imca^ s
det3 daughter -3 g
His daughter had a child.
005
hoi an^ayi'lg^as 
hoi h n +^ ay+ ilg ^as
then angry
x^a
x”a
detl
yalm fx'*um
yalmi'x'~um
ch ie f
The ch ie f was angry
006
ak” n na’  
ak” n na7
say ir r
ség’̂ at te apsq"âsq”asa7 
ség'^at te a p t+ s + q '"â s + q ’"as+a7
who det3 have child
He said: "Whose child is it?"
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007
k"um ' ek'"n te sm ay iw  na? x if hesq”asq”as8^ ne’  te
k^um ’ ek'"n te s+m yi'w  ne’  x it hn- s + q ”a s + q ”a s + e ’  ne’  te
then say det3 Coyote ir r  m ight Ig - child irr  det3
hdssi’ tmi'éei’t x *a  ’ a epsq^asq^ase’
hn- s + s i’ t+ e m is  + i l t  x ”e ’ e ep l+ s + q '"a s + q " 'a s + e ’
Ig - oldest child de tl obi have child
Then Coyote said; " It m ight be my child, maybe it's my older child's child."
008
k” um ’ x’̂ iy’e ’ ic’u’ um s x " iy ’e tac ’en’e w e’ e we’ e
k” um ’ x " iy ’e y ’c- c’u’ m -m s x” iy ’e * * * * * * *  w e’ e w e’ e
then this cont- to  cry -cont this * * * * * *  wa’a wa'a
This little  one, it was crying.
009
k'"'um’ ek"*n hoi caneptui ne’  ség'*'et
k'~um' ek'^n hoi ci +  nept -ul ne’  ség“et
then say then come in -plim p irr  who
k'*'u’ psq'"asq“ase’ k“ in tx" k” um ’ ne’ hoi te
k " u ^ e p -  s + q " a s + q ’*a s + e ’  k~in -t -x *  k'"'um’ ne’ hoi te
2nom have- child take -t -2erg then irr stop det3
cesc’u’ ums 
ces- c’u’ m -s
fu t- to  cry -3g
Then the ch ie f commanded: "A ll o f you come in here. W hich ever o f you is the 
father o f this child, when you hold it then it w ill cease to cry."
010
hoi k'"um’ ci’ f  enseic
hoi k” um ’ ci’ + f  hn +se ic
and then there circle
And then they were in  a circle.
Oil
k'^intam k^um ’ axil pane’  sm ay iw
k™in -n -t -m  k’"um ’ axil pane’  s+m yi'w
take -d-t -nte then to do thus as far as Coyote
They took it  - they did that as far as Coyote.
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012
lu t k” um ’ uw  
lu t k "u m ’ u
neg then abs
■ 16 i^ c ’u ’ ums 
y ’c- c’u’ m -ms
cont- to cry -cont
B ut no! It was crying. 
013
8 k * n hoi n i”  k *u y ’â^ 8k"n yo cnék*8’ X*8 c’u
8k" n hoi ni k *u ,^ y â ^ 8k*n yo c + n é k ’ *8 ’ X*8 c’u
say then rin t 2nom assemble say interj onejperson de tl absent
lu t C8scin’ ù lx*s  yo p’8’ c’n’ te c’u tut h8
lu t C 8S -c i+n ’ û lx * -s yo p’8’ c ’n’ te c’u lut h8
neg fu t- to enter -3g interj Lynx det3 absent neg sub
scin ’ ûtx^s 
s- ci +  n’ u tx^-s
compl- to enter -3 g
Then the ch ie f said; "D id you assemble? Oh, one wouldn't come in. Lynx is gone. 
He didn't come in. "
014
hs x"uyul c8cg'"'anitul
he x” uy -ul c c +  g^enit -ul
yes go -plim p summon here -plim p
"Yes, go summon him ."
015
cacg'"'anitam
CC+ g"*anit -t -m
summon here -t -nte
Someone went to summon him hither.
016 
lù tam  
lu t -m
neg -m dl 
He refused.
”u before a vowel becomes uw'” (RG p.546 §127).
ni can be either a rhetorical (mi) or an affirmative (yni) /  negative (nni) interrogative. Cf ni glossary 
entry.
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017
ek*!! x'^uyul cecg'^enitul na’  toq'" utlutam
ek” n x *u y  -ul c c +  g'^anit -ul ne? toq“ u t+ lu t -m
say go -plim p summon here -plim p ir r  also no again -mdl
He said: "Go summon him. I f  he says 'No' again . . .
018
ne? ciléc’antp
ne? c i+ lé c ' -n -t -p
ir r  bind_here -d -t -2perg
"then someone bind him up. "
019
hoi u lcacg"anitam
hoi u l+ c c + g ^ a n it -t -m
then again summon here -t -nte
Then he was summoned again.
020
hoi cacx'^ui c in ?u lx*
hoi cc+x^ui ci +  n?utx’“
then come one enters here
This tim e he came and he entered.
021
ek” n x^ui utci?anselcecul
ek~n x“ ui u *+ c i+ h n + s e ic + e c  -ul
say go again go in a small circle -plim p
He said: "Go in  a circle again."
022
hoi utcacx'*ùi ulcacpane? sm ayiw
hoi u l+ c c + x '*ù i u l+ cc + p an e ?  s + m y iw
then in turn go to again as far as here Coyote
They circled un til in  turn it came as far as Coyote.
023
fik^n hasils? q^éy’q^iy’t hasile?
fik^n hn- sils? q'^sy'+q'~iy't hn- sils?
say Ig - grandchild pitiable Ig - grandchild
He said: "M y poor grandchild. M y grandchild sh! sh!"
§••• §••• S '
s*** §••• S'"
sh sh sh
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024
k " u m ’ tsT  
k “ u m ’ te l'
then
s m e y i'w
s + m y i'w
tec
tec
p ’e ^ c ’n ’
p ’e ’ c ’n ’
from  Coyote toward Lynx 
Coyote passed the baby to  Lynx.
025
te k ~ m c
te + k '^ m
receive
^e p ’e ’ c ’n ’ 
-n  - t  -s x “ e ^e p 'e ’ c ’n ’
-d -t -3erg de tl obi Lynx
x'*e c a n c e lc e lÀ ^ à & e n te m  
c a n + c l+ c l5 c ” + â j^ n  -n  -t
clawed under the arm -d -t -nte
c'ux^ux^a?
c ’u x '*+ u x '* '+ e ’
almost
t  h o ic a n
t  h o i+ c n
con be quiet
u tte c its e s m a n ts
u t + te + c i t + s e s  - n - t - s
again_give_something_towards_there -d -t -3erg
Lynx, he received it. He clawed it under the arms. It almost stopped (crying). He 
passed it on to someone else.
026
k " u m ’ t ’ |7  x £c p  te s c in t k * u m ’
k “ u m ’ t ’|7  x e c p  te s c in t k” u m ’
then emph surprise det3 people then
u tc ’u ^ u m  u te n t 'a x c e n e m  w e^ e  w e^ s
u t + c ’u ’ m  u t + h n + t 'a x + c n  w e^e  w e ’ e
cry again again an unbearable sound wa'a wa'a
Then the people were surprised — again it cried it was unbearable, wa'a wa'a.
027
k " u m ' e n ’ e m u te c n ’s ta m  
k '"u m ’ e + n i ’ + e m  +  u t + c n ’ -s t(u )
then sit behind -ct
-m
te
te
’ e
’ e
-nte det3 obi
c e c é y ’e ’ es
c + c é y ’+ e ’  -s
maternal_grandmother -3 g
he p 'e ’ c 'n ' 
he p 'e ’ c 'n '
sub Lynx
R ight behind Lynx sat his grandmother.
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028
hoi k *u m ’ utcecc’ic’fhi^stam
hoi k'*um ’ u #+cc+c ’i+ c ’fh -st(u ) -m
and then again get near -ct -nte
ceshoicen c'am ' uck"^uk’” iy*cin’’"
ces- h o i+cn  c a m '  uc- k ’^ u + k ’^ iy ’+cn
fu t- be_quiet jus t cont- sobbing
k *u m ’ t'i?  
k'~um' t ’i ’
then emph
cacpane^
cc+pane?
as far as here
smayi'w
s + m y iw
Coyote
Again it was brought near the last o f the people. I t  was Just about to stop crying. It 
was gently sobbing. I t  came to Coyote.
029
k'*um ’ ek“ n hasile^ hoi pane^ p'e?c'n' Tuscan
k'"um' ek^n hn- s ile ’  hoi pane^ p'e^c'n’ us+cn
then say Ig - matemal_grandfather then as far as Lynx quiet
He said: " I am your grandfather."*^ Then it  came to Lynx and stopped crying.
030
hoi te l’ c i’  x“e citacacéy’e’ es
hoi te l' c i’  x^e c ita + c + c e y ’+ e ’  -s
then from  prox2 de tl to maternal grandmother -3g
From where he was. Lynx rolled his child to its grandmother. 
031
k'*um ’ tec cetx'" utx^et'pusanc
k"um ' tec cetx“ u t+x^et' +  p + s  -n -t -s
then toward house run back unnaturally -d -t -3erg
She ran back to  the house w ith  it awkwardly.
writes this form as uck’uk’̂ iy’cm’ with an unrounded k — noting, "an initial labialized palatal or 
velar . . .  becomes consonant plus u when reduphcated" (RG p.544 §117) and "Where g, k, and k’ 
have been written they are followed by u and must be understood to be labialized" (RG p.532 §55).
This is the line that R footnotes in here translation as being "you are my daughter's child" — Cf p. 
26 footnote 11
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032
ek^n x'”ly ’8 yalmi'x'^um x^ui cack'^mtui
8k” n x '*iy ’8 yalmfx'^um x'"ûî c c + k ’̂ in -t
say this ch ie f go bring here -t
anm f?taw '8s  
hn +  m i7 t+ iw 's s  n87
be in  the m iddle ir r
H87 t8k*'*antp
t8k'~ -n -t -p
lie  down -d -t -2perg
te t8C
-ul te tsc
-plim p det3 toward
na7
ns’
ir r
ca ta l’qi'ne^entp
c + ta l'q  +  ine^ -n -t -p
step_on_the_surface -d -t -2perg
The ch ie f said; "Go get him. Lay him  down in  the m iddle o f the room and jum p on 
him. "
033
k"um ’ te sm ay iw  tw a  m nacalqs ci^t éi^tesk'^lncalë
k'^um’ te s + m y iw  tw a  m nàcalqs c i^ + t s i^ t -8S- k“ în -n -t -ils
then det3 Coyote w ith  Raven there firs t -conn- take -d -t -3p
te p’s’ c’n’ 
te p’s ’ c’n’
det3 Lynx
Coyote and Raven were the firs t to grab Lynx.
034
k "u m ’ x"ùystam  
k "u m ’ x” uy -st(u)
then go -ct
-m
-nte
X~8
X“8
detl
t8C
tsc
toward
a n m P t
h n + m i7 t
in the middle
They put him  in the center o f the room.
035
8k“ n hahol 
sk^n h a+ h o i
say okay
c a ta l’qfns^sntui 
c + ta l'q + in s ^  - n - t - u l
step_on_the surface -d -t -plim p
He said: "Okay stomp on him. "
k"u m ’ sm ax i’ cn’
036 
'  
k"um
then
X'̂ 8
x'̂ 's
ëi^tsscatal'qfns^snc  
s m a x P c n ’  ë i’ t -8s- c + ta l ’q +  ins’  -n -t
G rizzly Bear d e tl firs t -conn- step on the surface -d -t
G rizzly was the firs t to jum p on him.
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037
k^um ’ ayâ^ ca ta l’qm e^entem  heng'^enunisul’umx'^
k^um ’ c i^ + t  ayâ^ c + ta l ’q +  ine’  - n - t - m  hn+g'^n +  u n + is + u l’umx'"
then there a ll step on the surface -d -t -nte sank into ground
As the people stamped on him  Lynx gradually sank into the earth.
038
c am ' uspum  c i’ e t’s t’a ’ t ’E^ cemf***
c am ' u + sp u m  c c + t + t ’e’ + t ’e’ c cam
just just fu r part o fjp ro trud ing  hither take_hold_of
F ina lly  nothing but lim p fu r was le ft o f Lynx.
039
k'^um '
k“ um '
then
x”e
x '*'e
sm ayiw  
s+m yi'w
d e tl Coyote
k” um ’ tEl’ 
k“ um ’ tEl’
then from
ang^fst
hn+g '*ist
on high
cacet’ûx'*alsene^entam  
c+C E t+ fu x^ +a ls+E P E ^  -n -t -m
jum p_on -d -t -nte
Coyote jumped from  as high a position as he could.
040
C|9#
c i’ + t
there
k'^um’
k'~um'
then
xitts
q "I / f  x it -t s
move camp abandon -t -3 g
X*E s t’fmcE^ES
x " e st'fmcE? -s
de tl daughter -3g
x'^E yalm fx^um  
x'*E yalmix'^um
de tl ch ie f
Then they moved, abandoning the chiefs daughter.
041
hoi k"u m ’ c i’ t 
hol k"um ' c i’ + t
and then there
ém ats  
Emt -s
one sits -3 g
x " iy ’E
x” iy ’E
this
St’imCE^ES
st'im cE’  -s
daughter -3 g
x'^ly’s yalm ix^um  
x^ ly ’fi yalmi'x’̂ um
this ch ie f
The chiefs daughter sat there.
042
àc 'x *an ts  tu w 'a  tu m tu m n i’
ac 'x  - n - t - s  lu w 'a  tu m + tu m  +  nf’
look -d -t -3 erg that corpse
She watched the corpse.
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043
k"u m ’ ta  la^ax” èac’m fnnts 
k"u m ’ tfi la^aX” sac’ +  m in - n - t - s
then det3 morning heard -d -t -3 erg
[cunus ssnulax™ cunus senulax'^
* * * * *  * * * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * * *
hoi uk ’” uk’"n ’[y’E'> 
hoi u + k ’” u + k ’'"na’  +  iy ’e’
then soon
citi^c ciyé^ ta
c i+ t i ’ c c i+ y â ^  te
protrude hither gather here det3
spurns 
spurn -s
fu r -3g
Then it was morning. She heard a song from  a distance. Soon Lynx's fur began to 
gather and protrude through the ground.
044
hoi hoi 
hoi hoi
done done 
He was done.
045
hoi x^at'as
hoi x^et’ -s
then move hurriedly -3g
âc’ac ’jfstam  
ac’+ a c ’x  -st(u)
look at -ct
te
te
tu w ’ ém as  
tu w ’a em t -s
that one sits -3 g
’ e sm fy’em  
’ e s+ m fy 'em
k” um ’
k'~um'
then
-nte det3 obi woman
He jumped up. He sat down by the g irl and she watched him.
This is Spokane and I have not attempted to gloss this passage. "The use o f foreign phrases 
transforms a tale from ordinary to riotous. The inclusion o f a Spokan or Flathead sentence, either of 
which sounds like bad Coeur d'Alene, sometimes gives rise to uncontrollable laughter" (Reichard 
1947:30).
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046
hoi k” um| t'icenc t ’fcenc pena^
hoi k um t ic -n -t -s t ’l'c -n -t -s pane^
and then smooth -d -t -3 erg smooth -d -t -3 erg as far as
scenc’an ic ’dmci'nct tg~al' c i’ f x^a cl‘̂ cg"E’ pg"'epsos
s + c e n + c 'e m + c 'e m + c n + c f ' tg^gl' c i’ + t  x~e ci’ + c + g ^ e ’ p+g^ap+sn  -s
conj there detl hairy feet -3g
He smoothed him self to his wrists and to his feet.
047
t ’icanc x'^iy's stc’am c’am alqsas j  pena^
t ’lc -n -t -s x'^iy’e s + t+ c ’a m + c ’a m + a lq ^ + s n  -s pane’
smooth -d -t -3erg this end o^legs -3g as far as
sanc’ém c’am cansas hoistus
s + c e n + c ’a m + c ’a m + c n + s n  -s hol -st(u) -s
ankles -3g stop -ct -3 erg
He smoothed his legs to his ankles. He finished.
048
hoi u tt’i'cents pens^ cenc’amfpans
hoi u f+ t ’i'c - n - t - s  pans’  c a n + c ’am +  i'p+ins -s
then smooth again -d -t -3 erg as far as chin -3g
n i’ ta q a w ’aaqancût tg^sl' c l’ t acq’*ssamus
n i’ + ta q + a w ’a s + q n + c u t tg”el' c i’ + f  a c + q ’"é s + m + u s  -s
touch one's forehead conj there wrinkled face -3g
Then he smoothed his body as far as his chin and the middle o f his head. And his 
face is wrinkled.
049
k” u m ’ lu t s t ’icents stc’am i’ qs
k^um ’ lu t hs t ’l'c -n -t -s s + t+ c 'â m  +  i’ q -s
then neg sub smooth -d -t -3erg end_of_nose -3g
He did not smooth the end o f his nose.
050
tg'~el’ c i’ t l u ts  stc’am i’ qs
tg'~sl' c i’ + t  lu t hs  s + t + c ’a m + i’ q -s
conj there neg sub end of^nose -3g
That is w hy he doesn't have a smooth nose.
■’ A genetive is expected but not present in this construction.
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051
usai pane^ 
usai pane^
ju s t as far as
obi
sane am ipans  
c a n + c ’a m + fp + in s
chin
csx'^ét’pantam  
-s c s + x "a t’ +  p - n - t - m
-3 g run up to  -d -t -nte
s m iy ’em
s + m fy ’sm
woman
X“fi
x'~s
de tl
He had smoothed him self just as far as the chin, the woman ran up to him.
052
ek'"ijstam  
sk'^n -s t(u )
say -ct
hoi t'i? m iysl can ’snc’upilg'^es
-m hoi t ’i’  m iysl c n ^  h n + c ’u +  p+flg"ss
-nte then emph too Isg to be lonesome
She said to him; " I am too lonesome!"
053
k"u m ’ ek"n x™iy's
k "u m ’ sk” n x” iy ’s p’s’ c’n’ hoi *s ls ’  6 n ^  J«y’+ j iy ’t
then say this
p's^c'n' hoi *s ls9  canjsy’j iy ’t 
&sl 9 d . js '4
Lynx then m ight Isg ugly
Lynx said: "But I  m ight be ugly. "
054
k"u m ’ sk“ n x’̂ iy’s sm iy ’sm
k^um ’ sk*n  x” iy ’s s + m iy 's m
then say this woman
Is ns’  u js y ’j iy ’tss
Is ns’  u js y ’+ j iy ’t  -s
det3 ir r  res ugly -3 g
k’̂ um’ csy’cl 
k” um ’ c s y '+ c l
then o n e ise n d u rin g
(nam )
* * * * * *
* * * * * *
She said: "W hat o f it? There w ill be ugly ones."
055
k *u m ’ c i’ l  
k'^um’ c i? + l
then there
ultw s
u l+ tw a
cstx^sals 
cstx" -s -ils
again w ith  house -3erg -3p
Then they went together back to  their house.
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C|9 te ?E C£tx“ c i’ f
te C|9 fE ?E CEtx'" c i’ + f
det3 deer det3 obl house there
Narrative o f Dorothy Nicodemus
056
k” um ’ ciya^a^stus 
k™um' c i+ya^  -@t(u) -s
then gather here -ct -3 erg
m elcf^stus  
m e l+ c i^  -st(u ) -s
near there -ct -3 erg
He gathered deer there. There was deer at his house.
057
k^unn’ cah'p
k” um ’ c i? + f ch'p
then there hunt
Then he hunted there.
058
x“ ux'"iy’£ teq ’em  k *u m ’
x " u + x ” iya ’ ec- q ”"i’ t  faq ' -m  k'"um’
those cust- move camp search -m dl then
yE’ Esk’” uk"^etil’t x'~ux'~iy' eK ec ’ x'"a tw a  sq^i'cams
y a ’ _ E + s + k '’"u +  k""ot+n ’t x” u+x'"iya eI ’̂ ec ’ x'~E tw a  s+q " i'ce m i
secured a fawn this very one Magpie de tl w ith  Rabbit
Ey’ni't uck’“ uk’”ey’ x” a catal’qmE^Encels
ey’niT uc- k ’” u + k ”*iy ’ x”e c + ta l'q  +  ina^ - n - t - s  -ilà
because cont- go easy d e tl step on the surface -d -t -3erg -3p
x ” ux” iy ’E p ’E’ c ’n ’
x '^ u + x ” iy a  p ’E^c’n ’
this very one Lynx
They moved camp and gathered a fawn. Magpie and rabbit got a fawn because they 
stepped on lynx [on ly] a little .
059
tg™El' k"u m ’ henq’̂ i’ tm m tem els
tg**Er k"u m ’ h n + q ” P tm + m in  -n -t -m  -ils
conj then p ity  -d -t -nte -3p
Because they had p ity  on him. 22
This could be glossed Because he had pity on them. However, the context seems to suggest the 
gloss provided.
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060
hoi k'"um' cisaxsaxilg'^Esels x ’̂ iy’a  tw a  sq'^i'cams
hoi k^um ’ c i+ s £ x + s £ x 4*ilg'~£s -ils  x” iy ’£ tw a  s + q “ fcamé
and then pack_property on the back hither -3p this w ith  Rabbit
£t^£c’ t£g'*ictam  x“£ ’ £ sm iy'm a^sm
£t^£c’ t£+g'^i'c -t -m  x"£ ^£ s + m iy ’ms’ +em
Magpie see there -t -nte de tl obl women
They packed things on their backs. The woman saw Rabbit and Magpie.
061
ak” unals a^^stam ta c'i?
ak *n  -ilé a<?”  -s t(u ) -m ta c'i?
say -3p many -ct -nte det3 deer
They said they got lots o f deer.
062
hoi k~um ' k'^ay' lu t k'^um’ akil csq’am ilan x“ ux“ iy ’a
hoi k'*um ’ k ’”£y’ lu t k"u m ’ axil c s + q ’a m + iln  x“ u+x'~iya
and then s till neg then to do thus to  be hungry those
tw a  sq^icam s
tw a  s+q'^i'cams at’^ac’
w ith  Rabbit Magpie
And then s till nothing. Then it was as i f  they were hungry those w ith Rabbit and 
Magpie.
063
hoi ak^ùnalâ hoi u ttuy ’ac’xtm at x'"a p'a^c'n'
hoi ak *n  -ils  hoi u t+ tu ’ + â c ’x -t -m at x"a p’a^c’n’
then say -3p then look over there again -t -Ipe rg  de tl Lynx
Then they said; "Let's go back and look at Lynx."
064
hoi la  ciya^pasels nq'"'Ptsm entem als
hoi ta c i+yà<^+pas+als hn+q '"i’ tm  -n - t - m  -ils
then det3 arrive p ity  -d -t -nte -3p
ut’am tam als  ta  ^a sq""uct
u t+am c -t -m  -ils  ta ^a sq’” uct
feed again -t -nte -3p det3 obl fat
When they got there they had p ity on them and they fed them again some fat.
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065
ek^ustam als ne’  k“ up ’u*cacq’” it
ek"n -s t(u ) -m  -ils  la ’ a&~ ne’  k'*u’  +  p ^  u t+ c c + q ’" i ’ t
say -ct -nte -3p morning ir r  2pnom move camp back here
They to ld  them: "In  the morning you move back here."
066
k'*um ’ tu w ’a  ank^f’ c t ’ek'^pmancut te
k” um ’ tu w ’a  h n + k " i’ c t ’ek’" + p + m n + c u f te
then that in  the evening to  make noise det3
sea sea m fl te I ’ tsa I s 
s + c i+ c im  +  n t+ e r t  -s -ils
children -3 g -3p
That night the ir children made noise.
067
ta  ’ e et^ec’ un’an ’an
te ’ e et^ec’ un’an ’an
det3 obl Magpie onomatopoeia^^
Magpie u'nEn'En' (The magpie children went on'an'an).
068
k'*um ’ ta  sq’^fcams uc’ac’ac’a
k"u m ’ te s + q ” icam s uc’ac’ac’a
then det3 Rabbit onomatopoeia
Then Rabbit's went uc'Ec'Ec'E (The Rabbit's children went ots'ats'ats'at).
069
hol ek” n ta  yalm fx^um  x” ûyul tu y ’ac’xaniu l
hol ek’"n te yalm fx^um  x” u y -u l tu ’ + a c ’Jc - n - t  -ul
then say det3 ch ie f go -plim p look over there -d -t -plim p
Then the ch ie f said: "Go look at them. "
070
hol tu y ’ac’xantam
hol tu ’ + a c ’jc -n -t -m
then look over there -d -t -nte 
They looked.
"It is not proper in my opinion to call this use o f sound onomatopeia, because the sounds have no 
meaning apart from the characters who use them, nor do the Coeur d'Alene feel that they are the 
noises which the given animals necessarily make, although this may occasionally be the case." 
(Reichard 1947:28)
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071
cfnem s x'^iy’a sq^el 
cinem s x " iy ’e s+q"E l
what is it? this moss
x'^a sq’” uct 
x~E sq’^'uct
d e tl fa t
k'"um’ x*8 tfic anpastE^fpces
k'"um’ x'^E tfic hn +  pastE’  +  ip +cn  -s
then de tl toward one side of^the mouth -3g
W hat is this? Moss on the side o f the mouth -- [but] it's fat.
072
k^um ’ lu t E 
k'~um' lu t He
g^lctam alâ  
8~fc -t -m
X iy ’aW"-ilS x“ iy ’E
then neg sub see -t -nte -3p this
They did not see the fat, just the moss. 
073
k’*'um’ ta  la ’ ax” c ’u’ can
k"um ' ts la ’ aü“ c’u + cn
then det3 morning be quiet
Then in the morning they were quiet.
sq’"uct 
*’*'uctsq'
fat
tm is
tm is
just
sq”£l
s+q*E l
moss
074
he’ k'^ûnam
nE^ k'*ijnam
ir r  thought
t'|9  tEx'”p Ecsq’Einflan  
t'|9  t ’Ex” + p  E + c s + q ’E m +iln
emph die to be hungry
He thought, "Perhaps they have starved."
075
hoi Ek'^n x'"'uyé 
hoi Ek~n x” uy -é
then say go -cont
tu y ’ac’xantui 
tu ’ + a c ’x  -n -t -ul
look over there -d -t -plim p
He said: "Go look at them."
076
k'"um’ u salùp he ’  x” uy x"a  m analcalqs x"u— t hanx'"acftx'"
k'~um' u salp  he’  x^uy x"e m nacalqs x'"uy t  hn-l-*“ac+itx'"
then res spin ir r  go de tl Raven go con pass by house
Raven circled. Then he went by the house.
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077
g'^i'ctem x^ux^iy’a  upéq
g^fc -t -m  x^ u + x^ iya  u+psq
see -t -nte th is v e ry o n e  be_white
And he saw it. It was white.
078
hoi déx'"mencut k” un’ hasq ’̂ ^uct
hoi d s x ^ + m n + c u t k“ un’ h n + s q ”*uct
then landed now_it_is_clear o f^ o f^ fa t
He landed. " I see, it's  fat."
079
k^um ’ k'"um’ q ’é^flps
k'~um' ’ itn k"u m ’ q ’i^ + ilp s
then eating then choke
He ate it and choked.
080
hoi ek™n te yelm fx'"um  x"uyul x” um ut hot ns
hoi sk'"n te y©lm fx” um x^uy -ul * * * * * * *  hf
then say det3 ch ie f go -plim p * * * * * * *  conn irr
9g ng*"et'c ustus te lu w 'ey  t ’sx^t’ex^p
^8 ng^et’c'u -st(u ) -s te lu w ’a  t ’8x” + t ’ex” + p
obl prong -ct -3 erg det3 that die
The ch ie f said: "Go! I  suppose he'll be picking out the eyes o f the dead."
081
hoi x” uy x” iy ’s scint utcencÉk'"'ttem x” ly’a
hoi x~uy x'~iy’8 scint u l+ c o n + c s k ”  -t -t -m  x“ iy’E
then go this people again grasp and pu ll -pra -t -nte this
sq ’̂ g’ iips  
s + q ’i’  +  ilps
choke
The people went and pulled it out o f his throat.
082
pék^'omstem xux'^iy’a sq”"uct g'"'ul’cx'*ux'"i”*
pék” -nn -st(u ) -m  x^ u + x^ iya  sq’^uct g'“u l’c_x"'u+x“ i’
lay -s f -ct -nte this_very one fat each a little
They put down a little  fat and they divided it and each had a very small piece.
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083
te hoi x” uy te sm ay iw
te hoi x'^uy te s+m yi'w
det3 then go det3 Coyote det3 that
Then Coyote and Raven came up to Lynx.
084
te tu w ’a  m anacaiqs ts
ts tu w ’a  m nacalqs ts
Raven
catspùlustam alè ts ’ s
c s t+ p ù lu -st(u ) -m -ilé ts ’ s
injure_on the surface -ct -nte -3p det3 obl
cataxatxatapqantam als
c s t+ * a t+ x a t+ ip + q n
club on the back o f the head
■n -t -m -ilS
-d -t -nte -3p
The woman beat them on the back o f their heads.
tsc p’s^c’n’
tsc p’s’ c ’n’
det3 toward Lynx
sm fy’sm
s + m iy ’sm
woman
085
hoi
hoi
and
ts
ts
det3
k "u m ’ ts yalmix'^um  
k'"um’ ts yelmfx'*'um
then det3 ch ie f
Ek” n ciya^teul 
sk^n c i+ y à ^ + iè
say assemble there
•t "S *ul
-t -3g -plim p
sm uq’^ilg^ESw e lw a lim  ta
w a i+ w e ifm  ts s + m u q ’” + ilg ”ss
valuables det3 stackedjproperty say
sk"n
sk“ n
The C h ie f said: "B ring here valuables and things."
k“ um ’ sk” n ts sm ay iw  
k” um ’ sk^n ts s + m y iw
then say det3 Coyote mine
086
hoi ca tm uq”"ins’
hoi c + m u q ’“ +ins9
then stack on top
sm uq ’’* ilg ’"ss
s + m u q ”" + ilg “ss
stack ofjp roperty
They stacked them. Then Coyote said: "The best goods are mine."
cenuls ts itsst ts
canuls ts ksst ts
det3 good det3
087
hoi ssxtam  
hoi ssx -t -m
then carry -t -nte
x’̂ uyttam  ns’  tc ’upan
x *u y  -t -t -m  ns’  t c + ’ iipan
go -pra -t -nte ir r  ten_people
hat
ht
x*uy
x^uy
conn go
I t  was carried. Ten people went.
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088
u q é m
u + q s m
ignore
lu w ’e s im 'y ’e m  
lu w ’a  s + m f y ’sm
that woman
That woman paid no attention.
089
uqém
u + q ém
ignore
*8
*8
det3
p'896'n'
p 's '^c'n '
Lynx
Lynx paid no attention.
090
hoi
hoi
then
x'~i?xWi, I
p ro x l con
9acatmuq"^in8
8 + c+ m u q '^+ in 8 9
a_pile_here
d é x *r te m  
déx™ -t  -t
drop -pra -t
C8shoi 
C8S- hoi
fu t- done
-nte
ak'^ustam  
8 k ” n -s t(u )
say -ct -nte
x "i9
x«i,
prox l
x " a
X *8
detl
C8fc^ u se  n icasasa m  n
C8f- c s n + x a s + a s + m + i lg ^ e s
fu t things w ill be w e ll between us
They put it  down They said; " It ’s piled here. In  the future this w ill be over and all 
w ill be w e ll in  our hearts."
091
h o i c 'é la s  x ” 8 s m fy ’a m
ho i c ’é l +  is x ’*8 s + m iy ’a m
then stand up de tl woman
catarilx '^ 'ants  
c + t a r + i l x "  -n  - t  -s
untie bundle -d -t -3 erg
The woman got up and untied the bundle.
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092
àc’jcants ulsmeyi'w ulm anacalqs
ac’x  -n -t -s x'"i’  u l+ s + m y i'w  ul +  m nacalqs
look -d -t -3erg p ro x l belonging to  Coyote belonging to  Raven
u l'aya^ ep l n i’ c ’u’  x"i^ ulcatetéqag'^et ha
u l+ a y a ^  ep i n i’ + c ’u x'^i^ u l+catetéqag'*st he
belonging to  all have missing p ro x l belonging to  Bluebird sub
sm uq ’^ng^es ey ’ni't ne? utq^unq^one^st na? xest
s + m u q ’” +ilg'"es e y ’n it ne? u + t+ q '"n + q "n + e ? s t ne? üest
stack_of_property because ir r  blue_on the surface ir r  good
She looked at that belonging to Coyote, Raven, and all. That belonging to Bluebird 
was missing from  the stack. That belonging to  B luebird was nice because it was 
blue.
093
ek"n te sm ly ’em  lut ne? pinte c’y x”e ?
ek” n te s + m iy 'e m  lut ne? pinte c’u x“ e ?e
say det3 woman neg irr  always missing de tl obi
ulcatatéqag'^et 
ul +cata téqag"et
belonging to  Bluebird
The woman said: "N o, that belonging to Bluebird is s till m issing."
094
k'^um’ anyem p lu t lu t e cetusicastiréet
k *u m ’ enyém p lu t lu t he cet- u t+ s + f ta s + t+ i ls  -et
then forever neg neg sub fu t- go_back_to_^rowing_better -ipgen
"W e'll never make up."
095
hoi utx” uystam  utsex"tam  utx'"u”*stam
hoi u t+ x “ uy -st(u ) -m  u t+ se x  -t -m u t+ x ” uy -st(u) -m
then go back -ct -nte carry back -t -nte go back -ct -nte
te tec ya lm ix *u m  
te tec yalmi'x^um
det3 toward ch ief
They carried it  back to the chief.
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ek” n -s t(u ) -m lut g^anix” c’u he
say -ct -nte neg be true missing sub
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096
ulcatatsqag'^el 
ul +catatéqag'"et
belonging to  Bluebird 
They to ld  him: "No, Bluebird's things are missing."
097
hoi 8k” n x” uy cacg'^'anitui
hoi ek” n x *u y  c c + g *a n it -ui
then say go summon here -plim p
Then he said: "Go call her. "
098
hoi cacx” uy 
hoi c c + x ” uy
then come
Then she came.
099
ek'^'üstam tg^ei’ s tim ’ hat lu t e cacx**ij‘ystx'*
Ek~n -s t(u ) -m  tg '*E r_ s tim ’ ht lu t ha cc+x^uy -st(u ) -x~
say -ct -nte why conn neg sub come -ct -2erg
x“a smeq'~ng'~Es 
x~E 8+m uq"~+ilg"ES
de tl stack_of_property
They asked her: "W hy didn't you bring the goods. "
100
k~um ' fik^n ni k'~um' casns’ k^d x” i’  k'~un' xest x“e ïéy ’jiy ’t
k"um ' 8k"n ni k'~um' c + s + n e ’ k^un x“ i’  k'~un’ xest x'^e jéy ’+ ï iy ’t
then say nint then thought p ro x l in tij good de tl ugly
Then she said: "[W as] I  to th ink this, oh my, is nice? The ugly thing."
101
hoi c i^ t x^ûystam  utx'~u"ystam
hoi c i’ + t  x’"u y -s t(u ) -m  u t+ x ” uy -st(u ) -m
then there go -ct -nte go back -ct -nte
utték ’” ttam
u t+ té k ’"  -t -t -m
lie_back_down -pra -t -nte
They took it, they took it  back, and put it down again.
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102
hoi ac ’xants  
hoi ac ’x  -n - t - s
then look -d -t -3 erg this
x” iy ’8
x'^'iy’s
smi'y’em x'*i‘>
s + m iy ’sm x'~i^
woman p ro x l de tl
x~a
x“ s
ulcatatéqag'^st 
u I +catatéq ag'"£t
belonging to  Bluebird
This woman looked at that belonging to Bluebird.
103 
k*in ts  
k~in -t
take -t
a
-3erg
ek^n
ek'^n
say
hayo
* * * * *
* * * * *
ifm iam s  
l im + ia m  +  ié
thank_you
She took it. She said: "M y! thank you."
104
hoi k'"um’ c i’ t 
hoi k *u m ’ c i’ +#
and then there
£k'~ustamals 
£k” n <-st(u) -m  -ils
say -ct -nte -3p
n£^
n£^
irr
k'^up’ufcacq
k~u9 +  p ^  u t+ c c + q ’” i’ t
2pnom m o ve ca m p b a ckh e re
♦s 9g c£catx'~mp na’
te ’ £ c£+catx“ -m p ne?
det3 obi house -2pgen irr
k'^up’utnépt 
k” u ? + p ^  u t+n ep t
2pnom enteragain
acq’” i'c’
acq”^ic’
fu ll
asqiitc
a + s q iitc
some meat
And then they to ld them: "You move back to your houses. Go back in, they w ill be 
fu ll o f meat."
105
k'^um’ te ulsmayi'w utm is
k” um ’ te u l+ s + m y i'w  u + tm is
then det3 belonging to Coyote only
sc em  
s e e m
bone
hat
ht
conn
je y ’j iy ’t ha sq iltc  
je y ’+ j iy ’t he sq iltc
ugly sub meat
Coyote [found] only bones and ugly meat.
106
k'"um' te 
k"um ' te
then det3
? u lm anàcalqs fm ié
?e u l+ m n aca lq s  tm is
obi belonging to  Raven only
q ’* 6 mqan
q’”6 mqan
head
And Raven found only heads.
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107
c il hoi 
c i^ + l hoi
there done
That is the end.
108
hanx'^atpalqs
h n + x ^ â t+ p + a iq s
end_of_the_road
The end o f the road.
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O r g a n iz a t io n  o f  t h e  G l o s s a r y
Entries are listed according to the fo llow ing alphabetical order:
a b c c’ c d 0 8 g" h i j k* k’* i r  1 m m’ n n’ o p p’ q q’ q'~ q’" r r’ s s t f
u w w ’ x" X X* y y’ 9 C’ ?" 9.
Each entry is listed in  bold face, and is followed by a simple gloss in italics. The 
plus symbol (+) found in  a number o f entries indicates either a non-inflectional a ffix  
or morpheme breaks which may be considered synchronically irrelevant, but 
h istorica lly significant. In  entries containing the plus symbol, a gloss fo r each 
individual morpheme fo llow s the italicized gloss fo r the entry. The symbol V 
indicates what I  have identified as the lexical root.
Entries identified in  Reichard's Stem List o f the Coeur d'Alene Language are 
marked RS, followed by the page number where they occur. Those forms identified 
in Reichard's Coeur d'Alene grammar are marked RG followed by the page number, 
and the section number (§) where found. Forms from  Doak's Coeur d'Alene 
Grammatical Relations are marked D followed by the page number, and the section 
number (§). The remaining forms are marked as fo llow ; B, forms found in 
Barthmaier's A Dictionary o f Coeur d'Alene Salish from Gladys Reichard's File 
Slips; NI, forms found in  Nicodemus' Coeur d'Alene/English D ictionary; Nil, forms 
found in  Nicodemus' English/Coeur d'Alene D ictionary; RM  fo r Reichard's An 
Analysis o f Coeur d'Alene Myths. Forms found only in the text analyzed at the end o f 
Reichard's grammar are referenced RA.
I  give the number o f times the item occurred in the text in [ ] square brackets. 
The specific line numbers in which the entry occurred are listed except fo r entries o f
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high frequency. (A l)  through (A20) refers to the forms given in  Appendix III ,  1 
through 20.
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G l o s s a r y
indefinite article prefix meaning 
"some ”
B , N ÏÏ, RG p. 660 §725. [2] 4, 104.
ac-
actual aspect prefix B , RG p. 593 
§384. Reichard refers to  this prefix as 
meaning " it is . . . ed" and notes that it 
corresponds in form  to the customary 
pre fix but is not the same. [1] 48.
acq ’̂ fc’
fu ll N il. [1 ] 104.
a c + q ’"é s + m  +  us
wrinkledface; ac- locative; Vq’^és 
w rinkle ; -m m iddle; -us face. [1 ] 48.
ac’x
look at, looked, look N il, RS p. 92. 
[4 ] 42, 45, 92, 102.
à c '4-ac’x
look at; Vac’x look at; V C -V C C , 
distributive RG p. 636 §600. [1] 45.
-alq^
long stiff object "RG p. 612 §482. [1] 
47.
=alqs
roadU  p. §23 2.2.2 1. [1 ] 108.
-ayN'siS middle B , R G p. 623 §537. 
[1 ]48 .
a&{kn
arm RG p. 609 §457. [1 ] 25. 
axil
to do thus RS p. 92. [2 ] 11, 62. 
aya^
collective, by all, a //N I. [2 ] 37, 92.
aC“
many RS p. 92. [2 ] 1, 61. 
a“ + s q iltc
some meat; a- article; Vsqiltc meat.
[ I ]  104.
a-Hs-Hq^as+q'”as + fi7
some child; a- article; s- nominalizer; 
Vq-as w rinkled; CVC-CVC 
distributive RG p. 635 §596; -6? ??. 
[1 ]4 .
c-
attached to but not part of, at a point, 
on R G p. 595 §395. [1] 46.
can*
under B , RG p. 609 §457. [3] 25, 48, 
51.
can-K cl +  c I x” + â n
clawed under the arm; can- under; 
Vclx" claw; CVC-CVC distributive 
R G p. 635 §596;-axan arm (A l) . [1] 
25.
c a n + c ’a m + ip + in s
chin; can- under; Vc’sm surface;
-ip below; -Ins teeth [1 ] 48, 51.
-CEk“
pull, to drag N I. [1 ] 81. 
csn-
take hold of, under, o ff o f RG p 596 
§401. [2] 46, 47.
C8tx“
house B p. 55. [3] 31, 55, 56.
'̂’This a- may be (oblique) lowered due to 
the following q.
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c é + c e tx *
house; Vcetx" house; CV-CVC 
dim inutive^^ RG p. 636 §603-05. [1] 
104.
ci+cim ^“
be small; Vcim be small; CV-CV, 
plural RG p. 634 §601; RG p. 616 
§502. [1]66.
cm am s
what is it?. What in the world are you 
doing here? N I. [1 ] 71.
ci9
deerW l. [2 ] 56, 61. 
c i’
demonstrative adverb, hither, there, 
towards the speaker; Doak refers to  
this form  asprox2 D  p. 36 §2.4.1.1., 
R G p. 598 §412.
c i’ +c+g '~e ’ p+g '"ep+èn
hairy feet; c i’ - prox2; c- on,
Vg"£’ p hairy; CVC-CVC distributive 
RG p. 635 §596; -èn feet. [1 ] 46.
c i’ + i
there, demonstrative adverb with 
connective, there near thee is where; 
c i’ -prox2; VI connective RG p. 656 
§703, 704, 70 7 ,^ .
c lx”
claw, dig claws in RS p. 97. [1 ] 25.
R notes that "[t]he diminutive is often used 
by adults to express modesty” (RG p. 637 
§605)
Hayder glosses this form as: Vcim be small; 
CV-CVC, diminutive [RG p. 634] §603 
(Hayter 1997:103). I have chosen to gloss the 
reduplication as plural due to R's analysis o f 
this form in s+ c iic im + ilt+ srt (RG p. 6 11
-§475^ Cf. A ll  in Appendix I.
5
^cn
mouth, sound, edge B, RG p. 611 
§475. [8] 25, 26, 28, 29, 46, 47, 71,
73.
-cut
reflexive RG p. 627 §567. [3] 48, 66, 
78.
C’ÉI
standm i, RS p. 97. [1] 91. 
c’éi +  is
stand up; Vc’él stand; -is be in the act 
of. [1 ]91 .
c’û’ m
to weep, to cry RS p. 98, N I. [4] 8, 9, 
12, 26.
c-
locative prefix, on, attached to but not 
a part o f at a point B, N I, RG p. 595 
§395.
catetéqeg“et
B lu eb ird ^l. [4 ] 92, 93, 96, 102. 
cc-
here, hither, near here, toward the 
speaker B, RG 598 §412. Lynx 014
CC+ g^enlt
summon here; cc- here; Vg^anit 
summon. [3] 14, 15, 17.
ccH-k^in
take near here, bring here; cc- here; 
V k'in  take. [1 ] 32.
cc-hpene’
as fa r as here; be- here; Vpans’  as far 
as. [2 ] 22, 28.
c c + t +  t ’a’ + t ’s’ c
part o f protruding; cc- hither; t- 
locative; Vt’s’ ô protrude; CVC-CVC, 
plural RG p. 634 §592. [1 ] 38.
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cc+x^u i
come; cc- here; Vx” ùi go. [2 ] 20, 22. 
Cf. cc-1-x’'ûy.
cc+ x ^ u y
come; 6c- here; Vx“ uy go. [2 ] 98, 99. 
Cf. 6c-Fx” ui.
cam
take hold o f p. 98. [1] 38. 
can
grasp N il,  B , RS p 99.
[1 ]81 .
canulé
mine NIX. [1] 86.
Cfit-
future RG p. 666 §757-768, D  p. 43 
§2.4.1.4.3. [2 ] 90,94.
CÊS-
future B  Cf. csl-. [4] 9, 13, 28, 90. 
cet-
surface, on a surface or object 
broader than subject B , RG p. 594 
§398. [2] 39, 84.
cat-hpulu
injure on the surface; est - surface; 
Vpulu injure. [1 ] 84.
cet+ jta t-H icat+ ip+qn
club on the back o f the head; 
est - surface; Vxat club; CVC-CVC, 
distributive RG p. 635 §596; =ip 
back; -qn head (A3). [1 ] 84.
cey’
one is enduring, solidfirm  RS p. 98. 
cey^+ci
one is enduring, solidfirm; Vcsy’ one 
is enduring; CV-C V, dim inutive. RS 
p. 98.
[1] 54.
Cl-
hither, here B, RG p. 598 §413. [9] 9, 
13, 18, 20, 21, 43, 56, 60, 64.
eft
^ v c N II.  [1 ] 25. 
cita-
locative prefix, hither from there RG 
p.599 §421. [2] 3,30.
c ita + k "fn
take hither; cita- locative; Vk” fn take. 
[1 ]3 .
cita-hc-i-csy'+s?
to maternal grandmother; 61 ta- 
locative;
Vcsy’ maternal grandmother;*CV- 
CVC, dim inutive; -s? ??. [1] 30.
ci +  léc’
bind here; cl- here; Vise’ bind 
[1] 18.
ci-hnspt
to come in; cl- here; Vnépt to enter
[1 ]9 .
ci-l-n’ ùlx'"
one enters here; ci- here; Vn^utx”  one 
enters. [2 ] 13, 20.
ci ■+-S8x-l-sfix+flg^ss
carry properly; ci- here; Vssx 
carry;CVC-CVC distributive RG p. 
635 §596; -ilg^ss property. [1] 60.
ci-Hti^c
protrude hither; ci- here; V ti?6 
protrude. [1 ] 43.
c i+ y a ^
gather here, assemble here; ci- here; 
Vyâ^ assemble. [3] 43, 56, 64.
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c i+ y a ^ + fs
he in the act o f assembling here, 
assemble here; ; ci- here; Vyâ*^ 
assemble; -is in the act of. [1 ] 85.
ci-l-ya^-l-ps$+9ls
arrive, gather after long trip; ci- here; 
Vya^ congregate; -pes large; -als 
m otion in a horshoe shape. [1 ] 64.
clip
h u n tm i. [1 ] 57. 
c n ^
first person singular nominative 
R G p. 575 §281, D p . 53 §3.1.
[2 ] 52, 53.
=cn'
back^, RG p. 609 §459. [1] 27, 
cs-
fo r a purpose, purpose, in pursuit o f 
N il,  R G p. 595 §399. [1 ] 51.
csn-
c lo se d ^ . [1] 90.
c s n x a s - I-a s + m -I-II g“es
things will be well between us; 6sn- 
closed ; Vxas be w ell; CVC-VC, it 
came to  be RG p. 637 §607; -m 
m iddle; -ilg"ss heart. [1 ] 90.
cs-Hq’em -hiln”
to be hungry; e- preposition; cs- fo r a 
purpose (?); Vq'em cramp; -iln 
pertaining to food. [2] 62, 74.
c s + x ~ a t + p
run up to; cs- in pursuit o f; Vx’"a f run; 
-p involuntary. [1 ] 51.
c+cst+t'ùx '^+els-i-ans^
jump on; c- locative; cet- surface;
V f̂ ux" uneven; -els motion in a 
horseshoe curve; -ene? on top o f but 
not entirely covered (A4). [1 ] 39.
c + c e y ’-Ha’
maternal grandmother; Vcey’ maternal 
grandmother;*CV-CVC, dim inutive; 
-e9 ??. B. [2] 27, 30.
c-Hmuq’'*+ in e ’
stack on top; 6- locative; Vmuq’”
stack; -ins'? surface. [2 ] 86, 90. 
c-Hnék’ "'e'?
one person N I. [1] 13. 
c-Hs-l-na^k’̂ un
thought; c- locative; s- nominalizer; 
>Tne‘?k“'un think. [1 ] 100.
c-Htai’q +  ina’
step on the surface; c- locative; V t̂al’q 
step on; -ins'? surface. [5] 32, 35, 36, 
37, 58.
c + ta r+ ilx ’̂
untie bundle; c- locative; Vtar untie; 
-ilx" bundle (A5). [1 ]91 .
c a m
be surface; RG p. 616 §501. [2] 49,
50. C f c ’em
c a m
extendl^G  p. 614 §480. [1] 47. 
c a m '
just RS p. 104. [2 ] 28, 38. 
c'fh
get near RS p. 99. [1] 28. 
c 'i+ c 'ih
get near; Vc’ih get near; CV-CVC, 
dim inutive RG p. 637 §605. N il. [1] 
28.
”  âsq’émîlan to be hungry N il  p. 234.
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c u
absent, gone, missing N I, RS p. 99. [6] 
13, 52, 73, 92, 93, 96.
c’ux”
retire from pursuit RS p. 99. [1 ] 25. 
c'ux'~+ux~+89
almost; Vc'ux" retire from  pursuit; 
CVC-VC, it  came to be RG p. 637 
§607; -s'? ??. [1 ] 25.
c’u + cn
be quiet; Vc’u absent; -cn sound
[1 ] 73.
déx“
drop N il. [2 ] 78, 90. 
déx*-l-m n+cut
landed; V^dsx”  drop; -mn used for; 
-cut reflexive. [1 ] 78.
-els
motion in a horseshoe curve RG p.
606 §444. [2 ] 39, 64.
E-
general preposition used with nominal 
forms; it  means many things a 
preposition may mean in English; 
locative ideas, on, in, into, at, to; 
instrumental, w ith, by means of; 
agent, by R G p. 591 §371. [4] 27, 58, 
74, 90.
ECWfs
house sta n d s'^ . [1 ] 1.
Ek'~n
say, B , N n .
EtCfic’
Magpie N il [4 ] 58, 60, 62, 67.
Emc
f e e d ^ .  [1 ] 64.
-Emis
born RG p. 609 §462. [1] 7.
Emt
one sits RS p. 92. [2] 41, 45.
-EHE?
over, on top o f but not entirely 
covered
R G p. 623 §541. [1 ] 39. C f -ins'? 
Enyémp
forever N il.  [1 ] 94. 
fipt-
have N I, B. [4] 2, 6, 7, 92. 
E p t + s t ’ i m è E ^ “
have daughter; spl- have; Vst’fmcs'? 
daughter. [1] 2.
ept-hs-h q^âs-hq^as-1-E^
have child; spl- have; s- nominalizer; 
Vq"as w rinkled; CVC-CVC 
distributive RG p. 635 §596; -s'? ??.
[2 ] 6, 7.
- 8 S -
compound connective; this connector 
is the combination o f a reduced -et-, 
reduced to -e-, and the nominalizer s- 
B, D  p. 285 §5.3.1.1. [2] 33, 36.
-Et
first person plural genitive 
D p . 26 §2.2.22.1. [1] 94.
Ey’nfl
because N il. [3 ] 1, 58, 92.
^  Barthmaier and Nicodemus do not identify 
spt as a prefix. The the loss o f 1 before s in 
epst’imce'^ (Ept+st’imce> suggests that spf is a 
prefix. However, Reichard does write apt as 
what appears to be a free morpheme in line 
092.
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-6^
??; R  notes that the meaning o f this 
sufiEix can not be determined, that it is 
used so frequently it  is d ifficu lt to  
classify. She also notes that it is used 
frequently w ith  k in  terms. RG p. 621 
§528, §531. [8] 4, 6, 7, 9, 25, 27, 30, 
92.
-s’ s t
surface, surface o f  round object RG 
618 §513. [1 ] 92.
e+c+m uq”"+ine’
a p ile  here; e- preposition; 6- locative; 
Vmuq™ stack; -ine*? surface. [1] 90.
e+ cs+ q ’fim + iln”
to be hungry; e- preposition; 6s- fo r a 
purpose (?); V̂ q’ém cramp; -iln 
pertaining to  food. [1 ] 74.
e+ n i9+  em +ùt+cn'
sit behind; s- preposition; ni?- 
locative; Vsm sit; -ut position; -6n’ 
back. [1 ] 27.
g'~n
below, deep B , N I. [1] 37. 
g"~8nft
call, summon RS p. 100, N il. [5 ] 14, 
15, 17, 19, 97.
g"enfx*
be true RS p. 100. [1 ] 96.
hairy N il. [1 ] 46. 
g^fc
N il. [3 ] 60, 72, 77. 
g^i'st
high N IL  [1 ] 39.
csq’émîlan to be hungry N il p. 234.
g'^ul’c
each B, RG 594 §391. [1 ] 82. 
g“'ul’c_x” u+x“i’
each a little; Vg^ul'c- each; here; 
C V-C V intensive D. p.28 §2.2.4.3. 
(A6). [1 ] 82.
ha+hoi
okay Okanagon cognate. N il 'huhe'. 
[1 ]35 .
hs
>^a5NII. [1 ] 14.
subordinator R G p. 659 §720, §723, 
§724, D  p. 47 §2.4.2 2.
hi
connective; may connect nouns, or 
verb and noun as w ell as coordinate 
verbs, or verb and participle RG p. 
673 §801. [4] 80, 87, 99, 105.
hn-
Jirst person singular genitive Doak p. 
68 §3.3. [3] 7, 23, 29.
hn-
locative; in, on, into, onto RG p. 596 
§402.
h n c ’u p - h  f I g'^Es
to be lonesome; hn- locative; Vc’u 
absent; -p involuntary/w ithout 
vo lition ; -llg'^ss heart (A7). [1 ] 52.
hn+g”n-hun+is+urum x’"
sank into ground; hn- locative; Vg” n 
below; CVC-VC, it came to  be; -iS be 
in act of; -ul’umx” ground (A8). [1] 
37.
R regards hs as a definite article, while D 
refers to hs as a subordinator. I have chosen to 
use D's label as it reflects the most recent 
interpretation o f the morpheme.
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h n + g '^ fs t
on high; hn- locative; Vg^ist high.
[1 ]3 9 .
hn +  k " i ’ c
in the evening; hn- locative; Vk"Pc 
evening. [1 ] 66.
hn-t-m P t
in the middle; hn- locative; 
m iddle. [2 ] 32, 34.
h n - n n P t + i w ’ss
be in the middle; hn- locative; Vm Pt 
m iddle; -iw ’ss be in  contact. [1 ] 32.
h n p a s t e d +  ip + c n
one side o f  the mouth; hn- locative; 
Vpasts"? one side; -p bottom; -cn 
mouth. [1 ] 71.
h n -h q " i’ t m + m in
pity'i hn- locative; p ity ; -m in
relational N il. [1 ] 59.
h n -h s q ’" u c t
o ff o ffa t; hn- locative; Vsq’"u c t fat
[1 ] 78.
h n + s é ic
circle; hn- locative; Vëélc circle. [2 ] 
10, 21.
h n -H x '^ a t+ p + a lq s
end  o f the road; hn- locative; Vx'^àt 
end; -p involuntary; =alqs road (A9). 
D p . 23 2.2.2.1.2 [1 ] 108.
h n + & '~ e c + ilx '~
pass by house; hn- locative; Vx"ac 
pass by; -itx" house. [1 ] 76.
hn+*^8y+ilg'~8s
angry; hn- locative; V^'ey angry; 
-ilg*ss stomach. [1 ] 5.
hoi
atui, then R A  p. 704.
hoi
stop, done, cease N I, NU. [5] 9, 44,
47, 90, 107.
h ô i+ c n
be quiet; Vhoi cease; -cn noise. [2]
25, 28.
- iln
food, pertaining tofoodBJG  p. 612 
§483. [1] 74. Cf. 9iln
- ilp s
throat KG  618 §514. [1] 79.
- i lg “ as
heart, stomach; "A lthough lite ra lly  
this suffix refers to the stomach, it is 
used to form  a great many o f the most 
figurative words, and the organ it 
describes is considered the seat o f the 
m ind or intelligence." RG p. 614 
§490. [2 ] 5, 90.
-ilg '^as"
property B, RG p. 617 §508. [4 ] 85, 
86, 92, 99.
• i it
offspring, childK G  p. 616 §502, [1 ] 7. 
- ils
third person plural D p. 25 §2.2.2.2.1. 
- i lx ”
bundleK G ^. 614 §491. [1] 91.
- i l ’é
grow, become through growth RG p. 
605 §442. [1 ] 94.
- i lx ”
house RG p. 602 §496. [1 ] 76.
R notes that "it is impossible to detect any 
difference of form or function between this 
suffix" and the suffix for heart, "the only 
difference is one o f meaning." (Reichard 
1938:617).
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-in s ’
surface, on top o f but not entirely 
covered RG p. 623 §541. [7 ] 32, 35, 
36, 37, 58, 86, 90. Cf. -sne?
=ip
bottom, head NU, RG p. 594 
§393.[2] 71, 84.
-ins
tooth, teeth 619 §516. [2 ] 48,
51.
=ip+qn
back o f head; Vip back; -qn head 
B, RG 594 §393. [1] 84.
-Is
be in act o f RG p. 604 §434. [4] 37, 
85, 91, 103.
-iw ’ss
be in contact RG p.623 §537. [1] 32. 
- iy ’s^
RG p.606 §446. [1 ] 43.
-I’ q
nose, beak^G  p. 616 §501. [2] 49, 50. 
jéy’+ jiy ’t
ugly\ V jiy ’t; CVC-CVC distributive 
RG p. 635 §596. NB. [4] 53, 54, 100, 
105.
k“ in
grasp, take hold of, receive, take 
N I, RG p.598 §416, RS p. 100.
[4 ] 9, 11, 33, 103.
dusk, nightfall, evening 1;^. [1 ] 66. 
k~um'
then, awt/RS p. 104. 
k^unsm
thought [1] 74.
k” un’
interjection; now it is clear RA p. 696 
footnote 31. [2] 78, 100.
k"u9+p__,
second person plural nominative D p. 
53 §3.1. [2 ] 65, 104.
k "u ^
second person nominative D. p. 53 
§3.1. [2] 9, 13.
k ’™ey’
quiet, still, easy, gently N il, RS p.
100, R G p. 593 §388. [2] 58, 62.
k"na9
future RG p. 544 §117. [1] 43. 
k’"u + k ’” iy’
go easy; Vk’^ey’ gently; CV+CVC, 
dim inutive RG p. 637 §603. C f k’̂ ey’.
[2 ] 28, 58.
k’”u + k ’” iy’+cn
sobbing-, Vk’̂ ey’ gently; CV+CVC, 
dim inutive RG p. 637 §603; -cn 
mouth RG p. 593 §388 (A lO ). [1 ] 28.
la ’ ax’*
m o r n i n g [3] 43, 65, 73. 
léc’
bindm i. [1 ] 18.
I im + la m + is
thank you; Vtim; CVC-CVC 
distributive RG p. 635 §596; -is be in 
act o f N il. [1 ] 103.
lut®*
negative N I, RG p. 664 (§750-§760).
R refers to tut as a clitic and D refers to tut 
as a free morpheme. Again, I have gone with 
Doak's interpretation as it reflects the most 
recent theory.
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connective D  p. 47 2.4.2 3.
This form  occurs several times in  the 
form  c i^ + t — it occurs once otherwise 
in  line 10.
“1“
possessor applicative; in behalf o f 
D  p. 142 §4.2.3.1. [5 ] 3, 81, 87, 90, 
107.
taq’
search N il. [1 ] 58.
#e
de^nite article, the there, determiner
B, D  p. 46 §2.4.2.1., RG p. 660 §729. 
loq~
«/5oNH . [1 ] 17. 
luw ’a
demonstrative adjective; th a t^ . [6] 
42, 45, 66, 80, 83, 88.
middle D  p. 87 §4.1.2. [3 ] 16, 17, 58. 
-m
nontopic ergative D  p. 60 §3.2.1.
-m
stem formative [1 ] 82. 
mei-
near, from, on, close by, besides 
D  p. 24 §2.2.2 2.1, RG 597 §408. [1 ] 
56.
mel+ci^
locative, near there, VmsI locative; 
-ci? locative. [1 ] 56.
-met
first person plural ergative D  p. 56 
§3.2. [1 ] 63.
-mm
relational
D p. 25, D  p. 37 §2.4.1.2. [2] 43, 59. 
miyet
too, very RS p. 103.[1] 52. 
m Pt
be middle, middle 
RS p. 94, N il. [2] 32, 34.
-mn
used for, instrumental RG p. 608 §452 
&  p. 685 §872, B. [2] 66, 78.
mnàcalqs
/?ave«Nn. [5] 33, 76, 83, 92, 106.
-mp
second person plural genitive 
D p . 69 §3.3. [1 ] 104.
-ms
continuative B , D  p. 104 §4.1.3.1.
[2] 8, 12. 
muq’*
pile, stack N I. [5 ] 85, 86, 90, 92, 99.
-n
directive Doak p. 113 §4.2.1 
nept
to enter, they went in N I, RS p. 96
[2] 9, 104.
ne?
irrealis; a particle which indicates
conjecture or possibility: maybe,
perhaps, if, when, then
N I, D  p. 188 §4.4.2., RG p. 669 §778-
79.
ne?k'~un
th inkm i. [1] 100. 
ng^et’c’û
prong, gore N I. [1 ] 80.
D's label.
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interrogative N I, B, RG p 668 §771- 
73, §811. [2 ] 13, 100.
n r_
locative prefix; in, on, into, onto 
B , RG 596 §405. [3] 22, 48, 92.
n i’ + c ’u
missing; ni?- locative; Vc’u missing.
[1 ] 92.
n i? + taq -i-aw ’a s + q n + c u t
touch one's forehead; 
ni?- locative; Vtaq touch;
=aw’as m iddle; -qn head 
-cut reflexive. [1 ] 48.
n?ûtx”
one enters RS p. 97. [2] 13, 20.
indicates that the action was 
involuntary on the part o f the subject 
R G p. 579 §306. [8 ] 31, 51, 52, 64, 66, 
74, 80, 108.
second person plural ergative D  p. 56 
§3.2. [2 ] 18,32.
pana?
as fa r  as RG p. 671 §793. [8 ] 11, 22, 
28, 29, 46, 47, 48, 51.
paste?
one side, Aur^NI. [1 ] 71. 
pék*
Z ^ N B . [1] 82.
The interrogative anticipates a negative 
response when it appears before k"um, 
affirmative response when before lut, and is 
rhetorical elsewhere. (RG p 6 6 8  §771-73, 
§811)
-pes
large B. [1] 64. 
pintc
a/H-qv^'RS p. 103. [1] 93. 
pülu
kill, injure RS p. 93. [1] 84. 
p 'aca lq a
Bald E kig le '^^. [1 ] 1.
p’e?c’n’
Lynx N il.
qém
ignore N il. [2] 88, 89.
-qn
/reat/R G p. 594 §393, RG 618 §513.
[2] 48, 84.
q“ase?
wrinkled N I. [4] 4, 6, 7, 9 Cf. q'"és 
q"éy’
poor, pitiable, impoverished 
N I. [1 ] 23.
q'~ey'+q'~iy't
poor, pitiable, impoverished; Vq'"ey’t 
pitiable; CVC-CVC distributive RG p. 
635 §596. [1 ] 23.
q*i?tm
/? //yN II. [2] 59, 64. 
q” n
blue N I, RG p. 591 §371. [1] 92. 
q ’ém
have cramp RS p. 100. [2 ] 62, 74. 
q ’i?
stick in KG p. 618 §514. [2] 79, 81. 
q ’i? + ilp s
choke; Vq'i? stick in; -ilps throat 
( A ll) .  [2 ] 79,81.
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q ’“ £ S
wrinkle N I. [1 ] 48. Cf. q^ass?
move camp, village travels RS p. 102. 
[4 ] 40, 58, 65, 104.
q ”*6m qon
headK S  p. 108. [1] 106. 
s-
nom inalizerBXj 591 §373 
-s
third person singular ergative Doak 
p. 56 §3.2.
third person singular genitive Doak p. 
69 §3.3.
in an unnatural way, artificially, 
affectedly p. 604 §437. [1] 31.
sc’sm ’
N il. [1 ] 105.
scint
people B, RG p. 617 §505. [2 ] 26,81. 
salp
N il. [1 ] 76. 
ség“et
who N il. [2 ] 6, 9. 
sex
carry, e.g. on back N il,  N I. [3 ] 60, 87, 
95.
sile?
maternal grandfather, maternal 
grandmother, grandchild "B. [2 ] 23, 
29.
sm ax i’ cn’
Grizzly Bear p. 105. [1 ] 36.
spurn
fu r  m i. [2 ] 38, 43. 
sq iltc
meat mi. [2] 104, 105. 
sq'^uct
fa t  mi. [5 ] 64,71, 72, 78, 82. 
stim '
w hatB . [1] 99.
-st(u)
causative transitivizerTi p. 124 4.2.2. 
Lynx 056
st’im ce’
daughter N il. [5 ] 2, 3, 4, 40, 41.
s + c e n + c ’e m + c ’e m + c n + c t
wrist, 8- nominalizer; csn- under; 
Và'ém extend; CVC-CVC, plural RG 
p. 634 §592; -cn edge; -ct hand; N il, 
RG p. 611 §475 (A12). [1 ] 46.
s + c e n + c 'é m + c 'e m + c n + s n
ankles; s- nominalizer; cen- under; 
Vc'am extend; CVC-CVC, plural RG 
p. 634 §592; -cn edge; -sn foot. [1]
47.
s + c i+ c im + llt-H e i’t
children in relation to parents, 
children; s- nominalizer; Vcim be 
small; CV-CV, plural RG p. 634 §601; 
-ilt offspring; suffix duplication RG p. 
836 §610 (A13). [1 ]66 .
s + k 'u + k '~ e t+ n 't
faw n; s- nom inalizer Vk’*et ???; 
CV-CVC, dim inutive RG p.636 
§603-05; -ilt offspring. N il, RS p. 107.
[1 ]58 .
s+miy'em
woman N il. [8] 45,51, 54, 84, 88,91, 
93, 102.
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s+m fy’me’ +em
women N il. [1 ] 60.
s+m uq’'"+ilg“8s
stacked property, stack ofproperty ;s- 
nom inalizer; Vmuq’" pile/stack;
-ilg"es property. [4 ] 85, 86, 92, 99.
s + myfw
Coyote N il.
s+q '*âs+q“ as+£ ’
child: s- nom inalizer; Vq” âs w rinkled; 
CVC-CVC distributive RG p. 635 
§596; -G? ?? N n , [4] 4, 6, 7, 9.
s+q~8l
moss; s- nom inalizer; •/q'̂ el moss B.
[2 ] 71, 72.
s+q^i'cems
Rabbit m i. [4 ] 58, 60, 62, 68. 
s + q ’i’  + ilps
choke; s- nom inalizer; Vq'i? stick in; 
-ilps throat. [1 ] 81.
s+sf’ t+Emis + ilt
oldest child, first born; s- nominalizer; 
Vè'Ct firs t; -emis bom; -ilt offspring. 
RS p. 98, N il. [1] 7.
s + t+ c ’àm-1-c’am +alqa +&
end of; s- nom inalizer; t- attached to, 
V6'am extend; CVC-CVC, plural RG 
p. 634 §592; -alq^ long s tiff object 
(A14). [1 ] 47.
s + t+ c ’âm +c’am-Halqs+én
end o f legs; s- nominalizer; t- attached 
to; Vc’âm extend; CVC-CVC, plural 
RG p. 634 §592; -alqs long s tiff 
object; -§n leg. [1 ] 47.
s + t+ c ’âm +P q
nose, end o f nose ; s nom; t- on and a 
part o f; Vc’âm be surface; -i^qs nose 
beak N il.  [2 ] 49, 50.
continuative
D p . 101-103 §4 13, B ,R G  p. 592 
§381, RG p. 604 §434. Cf. -ié. [1 ] 75.
sac’
heardm i. [1 ] 43.
§ac’ + min
listen, heard; Vsac’ heard; -min 
relational. [1 ] 43.
éélà
circle N il. [2 ] 10, 21. 
ééic+sc
circle; Vèélô circle; C-VC, it came to 
be R G p. 637 §607. [1 ]21 .
-é£é
something; something, fo r someone B, 
D  p. 120 §4.2.1.3., RG p. 626 §565 -  
R notes: "When used w ith  an 
intransitive verb, this suffix is used to 
complete the meaning and may be 
translated as an indefinite pronoun. I f  
used w ith  the transitive it  means 'fo r 
someone'." (R G p. 626 §565). [1 ] 25.
ë l’ t
first B. [2 ] 33, 36.
-Sn
foot, /cgR G  p. 612 §482 . [2 ] 46, 47.
S*"*
sh Reichard in text. [1] 23. 
t-
on and apart of, attached to 
RG p. 594 §393-94, p. 612 §482
[4 ] 38, 47, 49, 50.
-t
transitivizer D p. 142 §4.2.3.1. 
ta l’q
step on RS p. 95. [5] 33, 35, 36, ,37, 
58.
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ta l’q +  ins^
step on surface; Vtal'q step on; -ine^ 
surface. [5 ] 33, 35, 36, ,37, 58.
taq
touch'NI. [1 ] 48. 
tar
untie N n , RG  614 §491. [1 ] 91. 
tc-
prefix used to count persons RG p.
645 643 Cf. tc+9üpen. [1] 87.
tc+ ^ u p e n
ten people; it-persons', V'^upan ten. 
[1 ] 87.
tfi”
directional prefix, thither; locative, 
toward there D  p. 24 §2.2.2.2.1., B, 
R G p 598 §416. [2 ] 25, 60.
t£C
towardNll. [7 ] 24, 31, 32, 34, 71, 83, 
95.
té k ’”
smother, choke, lie down 
N ip . 257,N il. [1 ] 101.
tsT
from  N n  p. 214. [3] 24, 30,39, 66. 
te+g'"fc
see there; ts- locative; Vg"ic see 
[1 ] 60.
tE + k “ m
receive; Is- locative; Vk*fn take (A15). 
[1 ]25 .
tg ^ fil’
conjunction; because N il. [5 ] 46, 48, 
50, 59, 99.
why; Vtg"er because; V^stim’ what 
B ,N I I  [1 ]99 .
t i ’ c
protrude RS p. 96, NB. [1] 43. 
t i ’ x"
obtain B. [1 ] 4. 
tm is
Just, only RS p. 104. [3] 72, 105, 106. 
turn
corpse RS p. 106. [1] 42. 
tu m + tu m + n i’
corpse; Vtum corpse; CVC-CVC 
distributive RG p. 635 §596; -nf? ??. 
[1 ]42 .
tu ’ -
over there B, RG 598 §416. [4] 63, 69, 
70, 75.
tu ’ + â c ’it
look over there; tu?- over there; Vac’x 
look. [4] 63, 69, 70, 75.
tw a
with RS p. 104, D p. 48 §2.4.2.4.
[5 ] 33, 55, 58, 60, 62.
t a x
unbearable N il, RS p. 95. [1 ] 26. 
t ’£k'~
cry out plural, make noise plural 
RS 96. [1 ] 66.
t ’é k ^ + p + m n + c u t
made noise themselves; V f ék" cry out 
plural; -p involuntary; -mn 
instrumental; -cut reflexive. [1 ] 66.
t ’EX™
die N il. [2] 74, 80.
t ’£x” + p
die [2 [ 74, 80
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t ’f ix ^ + t’e x ^ + p
die; V̂ t’sx* die; CVC-CVC 
distributive RG p. 635 §596; -p 
involuntary. [1 ] 80.
t ’E’ c
protrude RS p. 96. [1 ] 38.
protrude; CV-CVC, dim inutive RG 
p.636 §603-05. [1 ] 38.
t ’fc
smooth N il. [4 ] 46, 47, 48, 49. 
t r
emphatic particle; surely, already, 
absolutely, quite RG p. 670 §782. [4 ] 
26, 28, 52, 74.
t'ux'*
uneven N I. [1 ] 39. 
t ’u x *+ o ls
Jump, jump off; Vt’ux'* uneven; -els 
m otion in  horseshoe curve N il. [1 ] 39.
u
resultive D  p. 45 §2.4.1.3.1.2., D  p.
25 §2.2.2.2 3. [2 ] 54, 76.
u-
absolutive; " it is of, a part of, or 
w ith in , but not innate" RG p. 593 
§385. [4 ] 12, 88, 89, 92.
Uw
inherent GR p. 577 §294, D. p.26 
§2.2.3. [1 ] 77.
u-
a prefix o f emphasis; just, it  may also 
mean " ju s t. . . and nothing more" RG 
p. 593 §386. [2] 38, 105.
immediate D  p. 26 §2.2 2.2.3. [1 ] 43.
uc-
continuative RG p. 593 §388. [2] 28, 
49.
uc’ac’ec’a
onomatopoeia RM  p. 29. [1] 68. 
u l-
helonging to D  p. 26 §2.2.3. [6] 92,
93, 96, 102, 105, 106.
u l+ ayà ^
belonging to all; ul- belonging to; 
Vayé^all. [1 ] 92.
ul+catatéqag'^sl
belonging to Bluebird; ul- belonging 
to; Vcatatéqag”8+ Bluebird. [4 ] 92, 93, 
96, 102.
ul-1-mnâcalqs
belonging to Raven;\x\- belonging to; 
Vmnâèalqs Raven. [2] 92, 106.
ul-i-s-i-m ylw
belonging to Coyote; ul- belonging to; 
s+Vm yiw  Coyote. [2] 92, 105.
-ul
plural imperative D  p. 25 §2.2.2.2.2. 
-u i’umx'"
g ro u n d ^ jp . 613 §486, N IL  [1] 37. 
u l-
again, back B , NH, RG p. 597 §411.
u l+ c i +  hn-hs£lc+ ec
again go in a small circle; ul- again; 
6i- here; hn- in; Vêé\& circle; ; C-VC, 
it came to be RG p. 637 §607. [1 ] 21.
u l+ c ’u’ m
cty again; ut- again; ’/c ’u’ m to cry. [1]
26.
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u t+ c c + c ’i+ c ’ih
again get near; u+- again, cc- here; 
V̂ c’ih get near; CV-CVC, dim inutive 
R G p. 637 §605. [1] 28.
ut+cc-hg^enit
again summon here; ut- again; cc- 
here; Vg” en it summon. [1] 19.
u t+cc+p en a?
again as fa r as here; ut- again; cc- 
here; V^panc? as far as. [1] 22.
ut+cc-l-q ”̂ P t
move camp back here; ut- again; cc 
here; ’/q "'l'? t move camp. [2] 65, 104.
ul-hcc+x"lji
in turn go^^, again went near here, 
again come; ut- again; cc- here; Vx"ui 
go (A17). [1] 22.
ut-hcen+cek"
again grasp and pull; ut- again; V6an 
grasp; -cek”  pull, [1 ] 081.
utH-emc
feed  again; ut- again; Vsmc feed. [1] 
64.
u t+ h n + t  ax+cn
again an unbearable sound; ut- again; 
hn- locative; V f âx unbearable; -cn 
sound. [1 ] 26.
u#-i-lut
no again; ut- again; VI ut negative.
[1 ] 17.
u t+ n ap t
enter again; ut- again; Vnépt enter.
[1 ] 104.
ut+sex
carry back; ut- again; Vsex carry. [1 ] 
95.
u t+ s + x a s + t+ i l ’s
go back to growing better
ut- back; s- s; Vxas good/be w e ll; -t
subjective; - il’s grow (A 2 ).[l] 94
u t+ te k ’"
lie backdown; ut- back; Vték’”  lie 
down. [1] 101.
u t+ te + c it
again give towards there; ut- again; 
ts- locative; Vcit give. [1] 25.
u t+ tu ’ + à c ’jt
look over there again; ut- again; tu?- 
over there; Vac’x look. [1] 63.
u t+ tw a
again with; ut- again; Vtwa w ith. [1] 
55.
u t+ t ’ic
smooth again; ut- again; V f fc again. 
[1 ] 48.
u t+ x ”e t’ +  p + s
run back unnaturaly; ut- again; Vx^ef 
run; -p involuntary; -s in an unnatrual 
way. [1] 31.
u t+ x *u y
go back; ut- back; Vx"uy go. [2] 95,
101.
un’an’en
onomatopoeia ̂ JS/Ï. p. 29. [1 ] 67.
us
/05 /N II. [1] 29.
R notes that combinations o f ui- and cc 
may have the meaning "in turn" (Reichard 
1938:600).
-us
face  RG p. 612 §478 [1] 48.
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u s+cn
lost sound, quiet; Vus lost; -cn sound. 
[1 ] 29.
uset
just, he fitting, exacting, sharp (as 
prompt) R G p. 668 §769. [1] 51.
-u t
position, state t /R G p . 607 §447. [1]
27.
u + tm is
only; u- emphasis; V tm is only. [1 ] 105. 
u +  péq
be white; inherent; Vpsq white. 
N il. [1 ] 77.
u + q s m
ignore; u- absolutive; Vqsm ignore 
(A18). [2 ] 88, 89.
u + sp u m
Just fur; u-just; Vspum fur. [1 ] 38.
u + t+ q '* 'n + q ” n®®+s’ st
blue on the surface ; u- absolutive; t- 
on and apart of; Vq"n blue; CVC- 
CVC, distributive RG p. 635 §596; - 
s?st surface. [1] 92.
u +  k ”"u+ k”"na^ +  iy ’s ’
soon; immediate; Vk'"na’ future; 
CV-CVC dim inutive RG p. 637 §604; 
-iy’e’  playingly. [1 ] 43.
w ai+ w a H m
valuables, metal, money, aluminum, 
silver, argent, coin, capital;CVC~ 
CVC, plural RG p. 635 §593; N I. [1 ] 
85.
■ws’ s
wâf'aRAp.702. [2] 8, 26.
second person singular ergative D  p. 
54 §3.2. [2] 9, 99.
x'^at
endVip. 23 §2.2.2.1.2. [1] 108.
X«g37
demonstrative article; definite article; 
the here; determiner one RG p. 656 
§708, 726,729, D  p. 46 2 4.2.1.
x'~st’
run, move hurriedly RS p. 100. [2 ] 31, 
45.
x'^iy’s
demonstrative adjective; this RG p. 
656 §700. Lynx 002
x~i’
a demonstrative adverb, here; 
proxf^; R A  p. 694, p. 656 §702 D p. 
36 §2.4.1.1. [6] 1, 82, 90, 92, 100,
102.
x"ûi
go RS p. 100 Cf. x” uy. [4] 20, 21, 22, 
32.
This m ay be -qn 'top' or 'surface*. R 
analyzes
-qn+e'^st as 'top o f surface' (RG p. 618 
§513). I have analyzed the form as 
reduplication due to the rounding o f the q and 
the distributive quality this form of 
reduplication imphes. Also, my reading of the 
narative suggests that the entire surface, not 
just the top o f  the surface is blue.
R analyzes this form as a definite article 
(RG p. 656 §708) and later refers to this form 
as a demonstrative (RG p. 660 §726). I have 
chosen to utilize D's label determiner one for 
this form rather than eitlier o f R's labels. D's 
label is more efficient in regards to meeting 
the needs o f this project while including the 
multiple glosses impUed by R's two labels.
D's label which I have chosen to use.
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x "u + x '" i’
demonstrative pronoun and adverb; a 
little, this here; here; C V-C V 
intensive, D  p. 28 §2.2.4 3.; RG p. 656 
§705 &  p. 594 §391. [1 ] 82.
x'^uy
go B. Cf. x” ui. 
x '"u+x” iya
intensive demonstrative pronoun; 
those, this very one; Vx^iya this; CV- 
C V intensive, D p. 28 §2.2.4.3.; RG 
656 §701. [1 ] 58, 62, 77, 82.
xas
be good, be well, good
RS p. 101, RG p. 606 §442. [2 ] 90, 94.
Cf. xsst
xas-Has
be good, be well; Vxas be w e ll; CVC- 
VC, it came to  be RG p. 637 §607. [1] 
90.
j^ a s + t+ il’s
grow better; Vxas be w ell; -t 
subjective; -il's  grow (A19). [1 ] 94.
&at
club D  p. 29 §2.2 4.4., B, RG p.594 
§393. [1 ] 84.
xecp
surprise Okanagon cognate. [1 ] 26. 
xele ’
might RS p. 104. [1] 53. 
xest
good, be good, be well
B, RS p. 101. [3] 86, 92, 100. Cf. xas
x it
might, leave, abandon B , N il. [2 ] 7, 
40.
5t"ac
pass RS p. 102. [1 ] 76.
ya<?
assemble, congregate, gather 
N I, RS p. 99, RG p. 668 §771.
[6 ] 13, 43, 56, 64, 65, 85.
ya ’ ®*
procure by hunting, earn RG p. 642 
§632. [1] 58.
y a ’ _e+ s + k ’u + k”"e l+ n ’t
gather fawn, secure a fawn; Vya*? 
procure by hunting; 8- preposition; s 
nominalizer Vk”“at ???; CV-CVC, 
dim inutive RG p.636 §603-05; -ilt 
offspring (A20). [1 ] 58.
yolm fx ’̂ um
chief W l. Lynx 001
yo
interjection; oh my! Reichard in text 
[1] 13.
y'c-
continuative D p . 102 §4.1.3. [2 ] 8,
12.
Cgy
angry, to be angry RG p. 614 §490. 
[1 ]5 .
?e
oblique determiner 
D p . 46 §2 4.2.1. Lynx 056
’ ec-
customaryliy^. 85 §4.1.1.2. [1] 58. 
’ iln
food, eating^. [1 ] 79. C f -iln 
’ upon
ten ^G p . 643 §636. [1] 87.
[cunus senulax'" cunus senulaxH
Spokane. [1 ] 43.
R notes that "this stem incorporates any of 
the animal names and seems quite free." RG 
p. 642 §632 Cf. ya'?_s+k’“u-t-k’”at+i!’t (A20).
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A p p e n d ix  I  
R e ic h a r d ’s A n n o t a t io n s  o f  F o r m s  F o u n d  in  L y n x
Reichard’s grammar contains many examples taken directly from  the texts Reichard 
had collected and analyzed. The source o f the example is not identified in the 
grammar, as Reichard explains:
The editor and the w rite r regret that it is impossible to give text 
references in  the grammar since so far we have not been able to 
publish the texts.
(Reichard 1938, p. 522)
I  have recognized nineteen o f the examples as forms the source o f which must be the 
text Lynx, and I  lis t them here, w ith appropriate notes. Each o f these forms is 
identified in my glossary as one o f twenty'”  ̂ listed in  the appendix, (A l)  through 
(A20). The notes which I  have provided fo r each o f these forms are organized as this 
example shows:
I. Entries from  the Lynx text found in Reichard’s or Doak's grammar, have been 
identified in  the glossary, w ith  the letter ”A ” followed by a number corresponding to 
the entries in  this appendix, in parenthesis: 
c a n + c l+ c ljt” +ax9n
clawed under the arm; can- under; Vclx" claw; CVC-CVC 
distributive RG p. 635 §596; -axan arm ( A l) .
40One example comes from D's Coeur d'Alene Grammatical Relations.
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U. The entries that fo llow  are organized:
A. the line o f text which the example comes from
B. the three line interlinearization o f the example: phonetic transcription; 
morphological transcription; morpheme by morpheme'*^ English 
translation.
C. m y gloss o f the individual morphemes, lexical or otherwise, taken from  
the glossary
D. the page number follow ed by the sub-section o f Reichard/Doak's 
grammar where the form  was identified
E. Reichard’s verbatim  comments, from  the sub-section — in most cases this 
is sim ply the identification o f a morpheme and its gloss(es)
F. Reichard's analysis o f the form  quoted from  the sub-section as found in 
the grammar — Reichard often gives more than one example o f the form  
identified in  the subsection, but I present only the form  relevant to the 
Lynx text here"*^
G. The underscore identifies the form  as it  is entered in my glossary.
It should be remembered that a '+’ indicates a non-inflectional morpheme boundary and 
morphemes separated by a are not glossed in the English translation o f the interlinearization. 
Forms containing '+' boundaries are considered single lexical items for the purpose o f this project.
In an attempt to simplify the analysis, I have transcribed Reichard's orthography into the standard 
orthography used throughout this text.
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Example;
1. 025^ cancelcelji^âi^entem®
c a n -h e e l+ c ix "+ ax e n *̂  -n -t -m®
clawed under the arm -d -t -nte®
can- under; Vclx* claw; CVC-CVC distributive RG p. 635 §596; -axan arm^
RG p. 609 §457. ‘âxon, arm, w ing: ^
can-c 'e lx" axan-ts, he clawed it  under the arms (can-, under; c’o lx", or, 
c’e lx", claw; -ts, 3-3 compl.)""
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1. 025 cancelcelj^'~à&@nt@m
can+cel+clx” +âxen -n -t -m
clawed_under_the_arm -d -t -nte
can- under; Voix" claw; CVC-CVC distributive RG p. 635 §596; -éxan arm 
RG p. 609 §457. -âxen, arm, wing:
can-c’el he clawed it under the arms (can-, under; c’alx**, or,
c’eljt”, claw; -ts, 3-3 compl.)
2. 094 cstusxasti'l’sst
cat- ut+sH-üas+t+il’â -et
fu t- go_back_togrow ing better -Ipgen
cel- future; ul- back; s- s; Vxas good/be w e ll; -t subjective; -il s grow 
RG p. 666 §759. (M odifies the meaning o f verb-complexes and clauses 
in  many ways and often requires the s- form  o f the verb.) It is used w ith  the 
intentional to  express purpose, "to . . .  in  order to . . ." 
csf-u-s-xûy-irë, so they go back (fo r cst-ut-s- xuy-U’s)
RG p. 606 §442. -/7"s (-e l’s), grow, become through growth. This is 
evidently the causative element fo r subjective stems which corresponds to 
-am, the causative fo r objective forms, and like it, demands customary
pronominal suffixes in the transitive completive (see §364):
xas-UU’s, it  grew better (jfas, good; -t subjective)
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3. 084 cataxatxatapqantemels
c g j+ y a tt^ a t+ jp ta n  -n -t -m -ils
club on_the_back_of the head -d -t -nte -3pl
6et - surface; Vxat club; CVC-CVC, distributive RG p. 635 §596; =ip back; 
-qn head
RG p 594 §392. f-on  and a part of;
i - x a t - â p - q e n - i a m ,  he was clubbed on the head (jfa /, club; - ip , back; - q in ,  
head; - t a r n ,  3pass compl.)
4. 039 cacst’ùx'^alssne^entam
c + c a t+ t u x "+ a ls+ en e^  -n -t -m
jum p on -d -t -nte
5- locative; 6et- surface; V f ûx” uneven; -alâ motion in a horseshoe curve;
-GHG? on top o f but not entirely covered
RG p. 623-24 §541. - i n s ^  ( s n s ^ ) ,  over, on top o f but not entirely covered. 
Frequently used w ith  prefix 6-, on, not part of, or cet-, on surface: 
c s - t 'u x '^ -  e is - s n s ^ - s n - c ,  he jumped on him (ce f-on ; /'Idx^'a/sjump, motion 
in horseshoe shape; -s n X x ., -c , 3-3 compl.)
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5. 082 g~ul'cx'~ux~f"
g” urc+x"ux” f
each a little
g'^ul’c- each; Vx"ux” t a little
RG p. 594 §391. fir“i//'ceach. Perhaps a compound w ith  gut. 
g'^ut’c-x'^ux'^f. . . ,  each a little
6. 091 catan'ix'^ants
c+ tar+ ilx” -n -t -s
untie bundle -d -t -3 erg
Ô- locative; Vtar untie; -ilx”  bundle
RG  p 614 §491. •ilx"' (stx'^, -tx"'), hide, skin, mat, covering: 
cs-tar-ftx'^-ants she untied string from  bundle {tar, untie)
7. 052 can’snc’upi'ig'^ES
c n ^  hn+c*u + p+ilg”gs
Isg .^  to be lonesome
hn- locative; Vc’u absent, -p w ithout vo lition ; -I'lg^es heart 
RG p. 614 §490. -ffg'^ss (stg*^ss), heart, stomach. Although lite ra lly  this 
suffix  refers to  stomach, it  is used to form  a great many o f the most figurative 
words, and the organ it  describes is considered the seat o f the mind or 
intelligence:
ci-^in-cu-p-flg'^ss, I  am lonesome {cin-s-hin- > ci^n-\ cube gone; -p, 
w ithout vo lition )
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8. 037 heng^anunfSul’umx'*
ju n tfllo  ± ijjti± i§  t  w l*M itia” 
sank into ground
hn- locative; Vg*n below; CVC-VC, it came to be; -is be in act of; -urum x" 
ground
RG p. 613 §486. -ui'umx'^ ground
han-g'^un-un-fs-urumx'", he sank gradually into the earth {g'^un, be low)
9. 108 hanx'^atpalqs
hn-kx^at+D+alas
end o f the road
hn- locative; Vx"at end; -p involuntary; =alqs road 
Doak p. 22-23 §2.2.2.1.2 Lexical suffixes.
hn-intensiveVx” at-p=alqs The end o f the road,
locative- end- involuntary=road
10. 028 uck’uk”"iy’cm’
uc- k'u+k"~iv'+cn
cont- sobbing
Vk’*sy’ gently; CV+CVC, dim inutive RG p. 637 §603; -on mouth 
RG p. 593 §388. W ith the continuative ic- the significance is an interrupted 
continuative, o r continual as against continuous action: 
uc-k'u-k''^iy'-cn, continually sobbing {k''^iy’, go easy, gently; cn mouth; 
dim .)
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11. 079 q’c^i'lps
choke
Vq’i'? stick in ; -ilps throat
RG p. 618 §514. -Ups (-sips), throat o f person, back o f animal's neck: 
ic-q’s-Ups-stë, (maybe) it is stuck in  his throat stick in)
12. 046 scEnc’amc’amcmct
s + c e n + c 'a m + c 'a m + c n + c t
w rist
s- nom inalizer; csn- under; Vô'àm extend; CVC-CVC, plural RG p. 634 
§592; -cn edge; -ct hand
RG p. 611 §475. -cin (-csn, csn), edge, mouth, shore. This is a common 
suffix  which enters into numerous combinations, taking on very generalized 
meanings:
s-csn-c’sm-cfn-ci, w rists {csn-, under; c'sm, extend; -ct, hand)
13. 066 scascamiltertsals
s + c i+ c im + n t+ e rt -s -ils
children -3g -3pl
s nominalizer; Vcim be small; CV-CV, plural RG p. 634 §601; -ilt offspring;
su ffix  duplication RG p. 836 §610
RG p. 616 §502. -Ut (-sft, -sUt), offspring, child:
s-ci-cim-Ut-sl% children in relation to parents {ci-cim’, be small p i.)
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14. 047 stc’àm c’aiTiâiqâas
s + t+ c  àm +c'am +alas+sn -s
end_of_legs -3 g
s- nominalizer; t- attached to; Vc'àm extend; CVC-CVC, plural RG p. 634 
§592; -alqs long s tiff object 
RG p. 611 §477. -alqs, end;
s-c’âm-c’am-alqs, end (s-, nominalizer; c’àm, extend, be surface)
15. 025 tek^mc
ts+ k” fn -n -t -s
receive -d -t -3 erg
te- locative; Vk^in take
RG p. 598 §416. fs- (ta-) thither, the opposite o f etc- : 
ts-k'^fnc, he received it
16. 069 tuy’àc’jcantui
tu^Hhâc’x -n “t -ul
look over there -d -t -plim p
tu2- over there; Vàc’x look
RG p. 598 §416. ts- (ta-) thither, the opposite o f etc- : 
ta^-sxiis-on-tul, go ye look fo r him {sxûs, look at; e/?,tr.; /t//,p l. imp.)
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17. 022 utcecx^ûi
u t+ c c + x ” ùi
in turn go to
u l' again; cc- here; Vx^ui go/one goes
RG p. 600 §427. The combinations o f uf-cc-, uf-ce-ts, or ui-ci-ts- may have 
the meaning "in  turn":
uf-cc-cs-x"'ui-0n-t,t\\ou in  turn fetch it  {es-, fo r purpose; x"ui, one goes; 
tr; -i, 2-3 im p.)
18. 088 uqém
u + q é m
ignore
U' absolutive; Vqém ignore 
RG p. 593 §385. u-, definitive o f a class o f verbs which I  have termed 
objective (§294, 304). It creates an absolute form  which may, in cases, be 
used for the three persons. This prefix, like ac-, precedes the personal 
pronoun. I t  means "it is of, a part of, or w ith in , but not innate. 
u-cn-qém, I  paid no attention
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19. 094 cslusxastil’sst
cg l+ u l+ s + x a s + t+ il’s -fit
go back to growing better -Ipgen
Vxas be w e ll; -t subjective; -il s grow
RG p. 606 §442. ( s i ’s), grow, become through growth. This is evidently
the causative element fo r subjective stems (§304) which corresponds to -m, 
the causative fo r objective forms, and like  it, demands customary pronominal 
suffixes in the transitive completive (see §364): 
xas-t-H’s, it grew better (Jtas, good; -t, subjective)
20. 058 ys ’ fis k '” u k ’~atn’t
secured a fawn
Vya? procure by hunting; s- preposition; s- nominalizer Vk’” et ???; CV-CVC, 
dim inutive RG p.636 §603-05; -Ilt offspring
RG p. 642 §632.1 w ill append a few examples o f the usage w ith  other stems, 
any o f which may be treated in the same way w ith in  the lim itations o f their 
meaning:
The stem ya^, procure by hunting, earn, incorporates any o f the 
animal names and seems quite free: 
y a ^ s s k ’u k ’̂ at-frt, he secured a fawn
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A p p e n d ix  II
There are some differences between Reichard's monolingual typescript o f Coeur 
d'Alene and my line o f Coeur d'Alene text presented in the interlinearization. I  have 
identified three prim ary causes fo r the differences; typographical errors, reanalysis o f 
morphemes by later scholars, and errors that I  consider simple oversights on the part 
o f Reichard. I  present one example o f each here
1. Typographical errors:
In  the second line o f text on page -2- o f Reichard's typed version o f Lynx the 
fo llow ing  form  is found:
Figure 8 Facsimile "call him" typed
The same form  is found in  Reichard's handwritten text w ith  an s fo llow ing the 
second /  that is not present in  the typed version:
Figure 9 Facsimile "call him" handwritten
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W ith  the inclusion o f the s it  is possible to  identify the form  as cc- (tcits-), a locative 
prefix. The fo llow ing  excerpt from  line 017 demonstrates how this interpretation 
allows fo r a gloss sim ilar to  Reichard's. 
çâ£g'"anltul
ÊÊ+ g“ en it“  -ul
summon here -plim p
I  have determined that Reichard sim ply failed to  type the s.
2. Reanalysis o f morphemes:
In  Doak's 1997 Coeur d ’Alene Grammatical Relations, the combination o f the 
morphemes tut and hs have been reanalyzed. Where Reichard identifies the 
combination as "compounded . . .[and] . . . simply a ffix ing" to  a stem (RG p. 580 
§313), Doak identifies the combination as tw o separate morphemes (D p. 47 
§2.4.2.2.).'^ Using Doak's analysis, the fo llow ing form  from  the eighth line on page 
-4- o f Reichard's typed text:
he has no nose
Figure 10 Facsimile "no nose" typed
is presented as follow s in  line 050 o f the interlinearization:
lu t « s tc ’â m ï’ qs
lut he s+ t+c 'àm +i^q  -s
neg sub end of_nose -3g
cc- here; Vg"anît summon
D refers to hs as subordinator (D p. 47 §2.4.2 2.) R refers to hs as definite article (RG p. 580 
§313).
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I f  I  had used Reichard's analysis the fo llow ing  would have been a possible 
interpretation presented in the interlinearization:
lutestc’am i^qs
lut- he- s + t + c ’ém + i7 q
neg- sub- end o^nose
-s
-3g
3. Oversights:
In  the firs t line o f text on page -5- o f Reichard's typed text the gloss found fo r cP 
(ts’i'') is there.
Figure 11 Facsimile "there" typed
In  Reichard's w ritten text the gloss fo r this form  is deer:
Figure 12 Facsimile "deer" handwritten
c i^ has a homonym meaning there and that is most like ly  the cause o f the 
discrepency. The context o f the form  suggest that Reichard's w ritten gloss is the 
appropriate gloss and has lead me to  analyze the form  in  line 056 as:
Is ci?
Is cl?
detS deer
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